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FOREWORD AD ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

The WRF under a grant from the National Institute of Handicapped
Research has the privilege of "importing" knowledge from other countries
through the publication of monographs in a monograph series in the
International Exchange of Experts and Information in Rehabilitation.

As yOu will note from the list in the back of this book, we have
"imported" knowledge from several countries including the United
Kingdom, Denmark, Sweden, Finland, Australia, New Zealand, Yugoslavia,
France and Switzerland.

This twenty-third entry in tbe Monograph series is a book written
originally in 1977 in Russian for Russians, and translated this year (1983) for
the first time for WRF. We hope that you will as excited by this "event" as
we are and that you will find the content valu ble in your practice.

This translation should be an encouragem nt to others in the field to
continue to develocommunication links with U.S.S.R. It is a hope that in
the future WRF will also be involved in other translations of significance to
rehabilitation from the Soviet Union.

,We are grateful to NIHR, George Engstrom. Director of Utilization and
Mary Catharine Jennings, Project Officer, for promoting our efforts.

Leslie P4k, Executiiie Director of UCP NY has been Most encouraging
regarding WRF's efforts to import informatiorron cerebral palsy available in
the literature in the Soviet Union tf the U.S. His commentary appears after
the Danilova work.

Without Robert Silverman, the translator, we would not have had this
1.-book at all and so we are'extremely pleased that he took such an interest in

this undertaking. A

And finally; we are indebted to the Cop 'ght Agency of the U.S.S.R.
who on behalf of Dr. L.A. Danilova, the aut or of the book Methods of
Improving the Cognitive and Veibal Develo ment of Children with Cere-
bral Palsy, Meditsina, Moscow 1977, has granted us permission to publish
her book in English without fee.
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TRANSLATORS NOTE

The original text of the present translation was supplied by.the Survey :
iikf Recent East European Mathematical Literature .at the University of
Chicago from its librafy collection.The Survey has been supported since 1956
by the National Science Foundation, Science Education Directorate (grant
#16-80599). Over the years, the Survey has focused on mathematics and \
mathgmatics education at all levels in the Soviet Union and Eastern Euro
A total of 54 Rusian books have been selected, translated and adapted, and
published in,Engli h. Of these, 39 were in the field of mathematics, while 15
presented Soviet research in the psychologYof \lemming and teaching
mathematics. . , . _. _ .

In the early 1970's, an exchange program was .established between the
Survey and the Institute of Defectology of. the USSR Academy of .

Pedagogical Sciences. The focus of thEk .Survey was extended to include -;
Soviet researclqn the pSychologxand education of handicapped children,
particularly the entally 'retarded and those afflicted with' disorders
speech, bearing; and vision. A unique collection of sever al. hund of the
most significant Rudsian studies has been accumulated, twK of which
(Problem-Solving, Presses of Mentally Retarded Children and Thaching
Mathematics to Mentally Retarded Chydren).have been translated and pub-
lished as part of the series, Soviet SOldies in the Psychology of Learning and
Teaching. Mathematics. .

I would like to thank Professor Izaak Wirszup, Director of the Survey,
for making the original Russian text available for translation.
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INTRODUCTION ,

In thzdescription of infahtile cerebral Qalsy adopted by an interns (Ina]
grckip of researchers indeting at Oxford in 1958 (see M'. Capes, 1958*), i was
noted that the afftictiorl is attributable to brain disease that affects areas. pe-
cifically responsible foy body movement and posture. It was also emphasized
that the disease is acquired at the ear stages of brain development.

What is at issue here is thus a e 15rain lesion found at the early
stagesotdevelopment of the brain w ose ;amifications.may involve sensory
grid speech disturbances in the afflicted child. Moreoltr, because of motor
impairments, cognitive activity in the cerebral palsied child may present
special problems in the course of development, inasmuch as setisary cogni-
tion is createdthrough the analytic processes of the brain.

The different modes of sensory cognition (sensation, perception, and 4,

imagination [predstavleniet]) constitute the basic stages Qr points in the
deyelopment of man's sensory knowledge about objective reality. The normal
child gets to knowabout the world by analyzing all the inforrhaIion preSented
to his sensory system by nature. As is well known from the literature, as early
as the third or fourth month of life, the infant witreach out towards objects.

Children' suffering from cerebral palsy And whose hands display paretic
symptoms usually experience difficulty in handling objects. If paresis of the
feet is also present, this will sharply limit the child's motor activity, and there-
by restrict even Further the kinds'of objects he is able to hold in his hands.
Thus the dveloPment of he child's cognitive acitivity will lag behind.

As' arly asfourznonths of age, the normal infant will try to grasp any
object and, tisides feeling it with his hands, will also explore with his lips
and tongue. in this way,lhe. gains his first sensatidns and trace ages about
texture, shape, size, thickness, weight, temperature, and every e taste of
different objects. Th6 cerebral palsied child receives a very s action of )*.

this information, and as a result lags behind in the developmen of stereog-
nosis, and tactile and temperature sensitivity. Words denoting these con-
cepts consequently will notappear in his vocabulary later on. Once the nor-

'' mal child is one year old, he bOgins to walk on his own and at once-t range
of objects he can hold in his hands increases dramatically. Moreover, now he
acquires qualitalively new information about space and time, learns how
much more difficult it is to reach the kitchen than the couch or the table, and
what kind of problems may be expected when he falls down the stairs. At the
same time, J5egins to notice direction and orientation with respect to
objects. The c ebral palsied child lacks th4e impressions.

Added in tr islation.
t Literally ' ppresentation", which in Soviet psychology refers to trace images or images

created t ough imagination: (c.f. Great Soviet.Eniyclopedia, MacMillan 1972)Here it
has been t tnslated as."imigination," "trace images,' or simply "images." [trans.]
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I. M. 'Sechenyv remarked long ago that walking is the most important
factor in the formation ofspace and time perception. From this standpoint, it
is clear how the normal child, in the eourse of locomotion, begins to grasp the
difference between the amount of time spent on different excursions from
one spot to another, whether a trip from one.room to another or a stroll in they {.
park. Time flows far more monotonously for t e child who is bedridden
because of illness. Basically because of a lack f information, the level of
analytic and synthetic relations remains uncle developed in such a child, as
does his receptive and expressivt vocabulpry. From several years of observa-
tions of over 1000 cerebral -palsied children who had been treated at the
'limier Research Institute for Orthopedics and Traumatology,_ Leningrad
Regional Boarding School No. 9, and the Komarov6 Sanitorium, we drew
conclusions about other aspects of the disease as well. Organic brain lesions
in combination with improper education, underdevelopment in the cognitive
sphere, and arina-dequate vocabulary are responsOle for disturbances in the,
emotional and volitional domains. Published "data and our own experience
lead us to believe that proper teaching, therapy, and5ild-rearing of the af-
flicted child can, if started at birth, often produce °varying degrees of com-
pensation and forestall retardation in cognitive, activity, speedh, and' the
emotional and' volitional domains.

Cerebral palsy is an extremely serious condition in which a motor defect
is, as a rule, combined with retardation in mental deyelopment and lesions to,k
the verbal and motor analysors. Attitudes towards individuals with cerebral
palsy have dergone a series of changes in the historical development of
human'society (M. N. Goncharova et al., 1974). In ancient (times, physical
perfection was particularly admired. Though Plutarch saw in the crippled
child, "a being destined for life, but lacking strength and health," Plato could
write, "It would be necessary to forbid, by means of legal statute, any expres-
sion of concern for those born as freaks." Only in the middle ages werkthe
first effqcts made to help individual's suffering from physical defects. In
Russia ggars and orphans" were always cared for and protected. On the
othgr hand, for many centuries individuals with crippling diseases were
neither treated nor educated. Only at the start of the twe ieth century were
the first attempts made at educational and medical reme tion of afflicted
children. Interestingly, physicians understobd the need for special education
before educators did, and were the first to study the abnormal child.

As early as 1882, The Blue C_ross society was created in St. Petersburg
for the purpose of caring for poor and sick -children. hi 1890, several
members of the society opened a Shelter for. Crippled Children and
Paralyti6s in St. Petersburg, on Lakhtinskaya Street, where G. I. Turner
served as consultant physician starting in 1904. At the Maximilian Hospital a
second institution was created in 1897: a school for teaching trades to
physically impaired individuals. In the very early years of the Soviet regime,
homes were created for crippled children in Kiev (1919) and Odessa (1929)

7



which were subsequently reorganized as institutes. The Soviet government
was the first in the world to take upon itself the responsibility of caring for
crippled children (Resolution of February 25, 1932 of the Council of People's.
Commissar`s of the Riissian Federated. Soviet Sobialist Republid, Decree No.
666 of the USSR Ministry of Health and NO. 679 of the Ministry, of Health of
the Russian FSSR, and others).

Currently, in nearly all advanced countries efforts are made s treat and
educate childreQ with cerebral palsy. In most cases, however, s is con-
ducted in private institutions, and consequently, depends upon th financial
support of the patient's relatives. In the Soviet Union, according to e rights
established in the Constitution of the USSR, all individuals with cerebral
palsy receive treatment and instruction. Ateording to'resolutions p sed by
the Central Committee of the CPSU and USSR Council of Ministe (Meas-
ures for Further Improvement in Public Health (1968 and 1977)), exten-
sive network of specialized institutions, including hospitals, kinder:. -ns,
and boarding schools that provide cerebral palsied children with all n essary

'treatment and instructional programshas evolved and is continuing grow.
Thus, eVEfry specialist concerned with the rehabilitation of c rebral

palsied children is confronted by two problems: first, the design of a iver
sal system of medical and educational examination of ttiese childre , and
second; the introduction and implementation of methods for remedia on of
those impairments which have already been identified.

The present book discusses methodology and results of a study of num.
ber of ftrms of cognitive activity in children suffering from cerebral p. sy at
different age levels (from 0 to 10 years of age), and presents a sys m of
remediation. The ?rook has been written for speech therapists;psycholo sts,
and educators engaged in the treatment of children with cerebral pal for
disturbances in cognitive and verbal functions. It may prove useful to pdia-
tricians, pediatric neurologists, and psychologists concerned with the early
diagnosis and rehabilitation of cerebral palsied children. Further, the
methods discussed here can also be used for children (in suitable age groUps:
wi retarded cognitive and verbal functions caused by different etiologies.

The book does not pretend to eluCidate every area of cognitive activity
and speech that'may be distorted in the child with cerebral palsy. Nor can if
be claimed that the methods given in the remediation exercises are exhaus.
tive; they may be variecl indefinitely, expanded upon, and added tp.

Our goal is to alert rehabilitation therapists and parents to thnecessity
of early diagnosis of retardation of mental deve pment and to the fact that
compensatory steps at the infantile stage ma prevent further retardatior
and development of deviant cognition and ech.

I wish to express my appreciation . F. Fedorova and 0. F. BegunovE
for their assistance in the preparation of the text of the present work.
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CHAPTER 1: PUBLISHED.DXTA ON II PAIRMENTS'IN COGNITIVE
ACTIVITY AND SPEECH DEFECTS. METHODS OF REMEDIATION
FOR-CHILDREN SUFFERING FROM CEREBRAL.PAI1SY

Disturbances in cognitive activity It is no accident that nearly every
study on.cerebral palsy is concerned with elements of the cognitive activity,
of children with the disease. Many writers have pointed, out how uneven is
the mental development of cerebral palsied children.M. 0. GI-evichand N.
I. Ozeretskii (1935) remarlted on the loss and decay in certain intellectual
functions, and the retentiori of others. N. and P. Botta. (1964) have pointed to r
retardatiori in cognitive activity in children with cerebral palsy; the same
observation was made by M. B. Eidinova and E. N. Pravdina- Vinarskaya
(1959), R. Ya. Abramovich-Lelchtma.n (1962), K. Hickey (1962), arid others.
W. M. Criuilcshank and G. M. Raus (1955) believed that an inability to make
generalizations is the major impairment ill the intellectual development of
children with cerebral palsy. Fuither, E. 0. Kirichenko (1962) showed that in
children with cerebral palsy, the lag in the development of arithmetical abil-
ity contrasts with a relatively, well-preserved ability to generalize, though the
breadth and store of knowledge is highly limited. Inability to realize compleic
modes of perception ana difficulties in abstract thought have also been
obseryed in cerebral palsied children by E. Haeussermann (1964).

A% is well-known, cognitive activity is an extraordinarily complex func-
tion. This form of activity results from the development of stereognosis, the
'full range of forms of perception, spatial imagination as well as certain other
aspects of intellectual life. Disturbances in stereognosis, particularly in indi-
viduals suffering from cerebral palsy, were first pointed out by C. Wernicke
(1874). Wernicke established that impairments in the stereognostic sensitiv-
ity will not be of the same degree as disturbances in other types of skin
sensitivity arid may cur even where the latter remains fully intact. In the
literature, cases are -described in which different forms of cerebral palsyare
accompanied by manifestations of aitereognosis. As early. as 1900, V. P.
Osipovt presented an example of a patient in which astereognosis was "com-
bined with ataxia. Further, by 1899 E. Claparede had already published a
comparative descripti of two patients, in one of whom paralysis ..of the
hands existed from birth d vias accompanied by pronoukcedstereoeosis,
and in the other stereo stic sensitivity was preserved, desfilte contrFture
and impaired sensitive S. S. Minukhin (1958) described a group of children
with impaired ster osis who also exhibited- spasmodic hemiparesis. N.
and P. Botta. (1958) observed disturbances in the tactile discrimination of
geometric shapes in different forms of cerebral palsy. "In 1963, N. K.

t Citations accompanied by a dagger were given in the original without full bibliographic
information; this information could not be located in the cause of translation and so these
citations are not listed in the literature.[Trans.].
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Bogolepov and K. A. S'emenova also established that in all forms of cerebral
palsy there is a highly arilested development of the kinesthetic analysor. This
is clear from the fact that the analysor, exhibits too low a level of constitu-
tional lability and too high an excitation threshold, from the standpoint of the
child's chronological age.

There are data in the literature that point to other forms of impairment
of cognitive activity in cerebral palsied children. A !number of V.triters have
indicatd defects in visual perceptionin infantile cerebral palsy. Thus K. and
B. BoYath (1956) remarked on.the visual agnosia found in cerelral palsied
children. N. and e. Botta (1964) and G. Tardieu (1966) observed that cerebral
palsied children may sometimes incorrectly identify objects of different
shapes when relying on sight. This has also been noted by E. Haeussermanr
(1964), who remarked that afflicted children have trouble distinguishing ge
metric shapes. The interdependence of the visual perception of shape and
impairments in the stereognostic function was also emphasized. That is, dis
turbances of the stereognostic function do not always lead to defects in the
'visual perception of shape, though poor visual perception of shape is, as.
rule, associated with astereogposis. Interestingly, these visual disturbances
are accompanied by impairments in spatial imagination (S. A. Bortfel'd
1971; L. A. Danilova, 1969, 19721 and M. K. Poppandova, 1971). This fact ha:
also been pointed out by other writers (e.g., B. C. Wilson, 1967; N. and P
Botta, 1968; and M. K. Eidinova and E, N. Pravdina-Vinarslcayi, 1959)
Wilson remarked on the difficulties afflicted children have iu distinguishinf
between vertical, horizontal, and inclined positions. They observed one chile
who did' not get out of bed until she was eight yews old, and noted that thi:
was the.first4jme the girl could tell where herbody, ended and thebed began
N. and P. Botta (1958) emphasized the child's inability to orient himself to' hi!
'own body. Similar disturbances have been pointed out by K. awl B. Bobatl
(1956), A. Benton and A. Kemble (1960), and L. A. Danilova. (1969). Afte:
showing that the ability' to perform drawing exercises was intact in 101
patients with brain lesions and 100 non-neurological patients, A. Benton an
M. Feel (1962) explained that most patients with cerebrfl palsy performet

xercise incorrectly; the type of error was not described, however.
These data from the literature point to the difficulties that affect cogmi

-live activity inothe cerebral palsied child, and consequently, the need for the
design of remediatidn measures that can help in compensating for thes
impairments. 4

Speech defects. A num r of writers have observed a variety of Speech
orders in children with cere pals . Ya. Breitman, 1902; M. 0. Giirevici
and N. I. Ozeretskii, 1935; M. B. Eidinova and E. N. Pravdina-VinarskayE
1959; W. Phelps, 1945; N. arid P. Botta.,.1958ardieu,11966). The multipl
nature of Speech defects has been emphasiied. Thus MTAra. Breitman (1904
noted thatthere are a variety of speechdisorders in cerebral palsy fror
simple pronunciation defects (slow, heavy speech) to aphasia.

in



Dysarthria is the most common speech defect in cerebral palsy. As early
as 1843, W. Little, in his description of intrauterine and birth cerebral
lesion's, had noted that "...the speech muscles are also usually affected, and
speech defects are observed from simple indistinctness in pronouncing cer-

, tain letters, to a complete loss of articulate speech. Frequently, speech is as
slow and laboured as other volitional acts. Swallowing is often difficult in the
first months of life and only after a considerable lapse of time does the child
learn not to let his saliya flow out of his mouth, hut -.swallow it.."

Numerous writers have emphasized the variety of manifestations of
dysarthria V. A. Mirratov (1898) pointed out that the form of dysarthria seen
it cerebral palsy is,spasmodic and paretic in nature. This was basically the
first attempt at classifying the different forms of dysarthria. M. Ya. Breit
man (1902) compared the dysarthria of cerebral palsy to choreatic aphasia, a
disease in which the child is unable to speak because of spasms in the speech
system. S. A. Chugunov (1910), H. Gutzmann (1924), and I. M. Rrisman
.(1938)t noted ,that infantile pseudo-bulbar p4ralysis is usually accompanied
by hyperkineses. In effect, a form of dysarthria was described that now is
referred to. as hyperldnetic dysarthria. The symptoms of this form of

'-dysarthria were'also described by W. M. Cruickshank and G. M. Raus (1955),
and -in monograph's by E: R. Carlson (1941) andM. Zeeman (1962). I. I.
Panchenko (1974) has given a detailed analysis and description of the clinical
featuresPof hyperkinetic dysarthria.

Thus, it is clear that by theend of the nineteenth century attempts were
already being made not only to identify dysarthriaor the various symptoms in
cerebral palsy, but also to describe its different clinical forms. Subsequent
studies have only compleinented and extended our ideas about this frequently
encountered form of cerebral palsy. Particular empha:sis has been placed on
the classification of.the clyferent forms of 'dysarthria (K. N. Vittorf, 1940; M.
B. Eidinova and E. N. Pravdina-Vinarskaya, 1959; I. I: Panchenko, 1974; K.
and B,. Bobath, 1956); the classification has since been refined and enriched.

Two forms of pseudobulbar paralysis have been identified: spastic and
mixed 'forms of motor, paralysis (K.. N. Vittorf, 1940). K. and B. Bobath
(1956) described sevei-aLorms of pseudobulbar paralySis-occurring in cere-
bral palsied children; intitnding spastic, athetotic, ataxic, and mixed forms of
motor paralysis. I. I. Panchenko (1974) proposed a working classification of
the different forms of pseudobulbar paralysis: (a) spastic-paretic dysarthria;
.(b) severe hyperkineses; (c) anarthria; and (d) defects -in the vocalizing and
respiratory musculature together with asynchronous breathing,. voice
formation, and, articulatory processes.

M. B. Eidinova and E. N. Pravdina-Vinarskaya (1959) proposed the
most comprehensive and clear classification of dysarthria in cerebral palsy,
identifying the following forma of pseudobidba.r paralysis: paralytic, spastic,
hyperkinetic, motor, and rudimentary, or superficial. The authors did admit
that their classification of the various forms was provisional and based on the



dominant clinical symptom, however.
Other speech disorders besides dysarthria have been observed in infan-

tile cerebral palsy. As early as 1902, M. Ya. Breitman had described different
forms of aphasia.' M. 0. Gurevich and N. I. Ozeretskii (1935) also observed
motor aphasia. N. N. Traugott and S. IiKaidinova (1975) presented cases of
motor alalia occurring in infantile cerebral palsy. The different forms of
alalia in children have also been noted by M. B. Eidinova and E. N. Pravdina-
Vinarskaya (1959), N. and P. Botta (1964), and others. G. Tardieu (1966)
described cases of sensorimotor speech diso ers in afflicted children.

Certain researchers-have remarked on th late development of speech in
children with cerebral palsy, in addition to aphasia and alalia. M. Ya.
Breitman (1902) and M. 0. Gurevich and . I. Ozeretskii (1938) also
described cases of speech delay in the disease. Cases of late.development of
speech have been cited by K. and B. Robatli (1 56), N. and P. Botta (1958),
and M. B. Eidinova and E: N. -Pravdina-Vinarskaya (1959). M. Zeeman
(1962) emphasized that children with the disease often .do not speak until
four years of age. A lag in speech development in cerebral palsy was also
remarked upon by M. F. Deshchekina (1955).

Many studies have drawn attention to the need for careful, study of hear
ing in cerebral palsied children. Hearing defects, which usually cannot be
established in physical examinations, have been noted by K. and B. Bobatt
(1956); W. M. Cruikshank and G. M. Raus (1955). also cited hearing disturb.
ante's. N. and P. Botta (1964) established that hearing may be affected ir
about a tenth of all afflicted children. However, it should be noted that their
data diverge somewhat from the observations of L. Fisch (1955; cited by K
and B. Bobath, 1956), who indicated that the cortical terminus of the acoustic
analysor is affected in one-fifth of all cerebral palsied children, and the data 01
A. B. Albitreccia (1961),t who found this defect in one-third of all such cases

In the literature, it is noted that writing defects are also usually
observed in children with pseudobulbar disturbances. R. E. Levina (1967
showed that in afflicted children, speech is blurred and that both articulation
and writing are afftcted.

is clear from these data that a variety of speech defects occur quite
often in infantile cerebral palsy. Prompt and individualized remediation o
these defects is a simple necessity. Thus in the next section we will conside
the present state of remediation efforts in this field.

Remedidtion of disorders in cognitive activity and speech. The need fo:
special instruction for children suffering from cerebral palsy so as to over
come impairments in cognitive activity and speech has beenemphasized by
number of writers:Gunes (1961)t noted that instruction must be designed tA
overcome retardation in intellectual development. E. R. Carlson (1941
cAninhARimi the seriousness of this problem. and claimed that education is fa



more important for the child with cerebral palsy than it is for the normal
child. "...The severity of the physical affliction is a secondary criterion for
assessing the cerebral palsied child. For such a child, education, atong with
efforts to compensate for the affected portion of the brain, can help in identi-
fying the child's true abilities and help him find a place in life."

There are two trends in the literature with regard to treatment and
instruction for children 'suffering from different forms of cerebral palsy. It
has been suggested that treatment is effective only if there are no major
impairments of intelligence in the afflictedthild. E. P. Mezhenina (1965) has
assumed that acute impairment of intelligence is a counterindication for all
forms of therapy. This point of view is also shared by N. V. Banduristii (1959),
who developed a surgical management technique for children. In an analysis
of clinical data covering 370 cases of cerebral palsy, M. Skatvedt (1958) was
also led to conclude-that treatment yields results only if intelligence remains
unaffected. The same conclusion was reached by T. T. S. Ingram et al.
(1959)1- in their study of 60 children with cerebral palsy. In this study, it was
found that treatment of children with I.Q. below 70 (Gesell scale) does not
produce satisfactory results.

There is also a second point of view common in the literature, according
to which mentally retarded children should also be given treatment and
instruction. M. B. Eidinova and E. N. Pravdina-Vinarskaya (1959) have
asserted that all forms of remedial work with children suffering from cere-
bral palsy become more effective if4he child has unimpaired intelligence and

la lively interest in getting well. In this connection, it was shown that treat-
ment and instruction may result in significarit progress even in the mentally,
retarded child. These same views are held by N. and P. Botta (1964) and E.
Haeussermann (1964).

There are now a number of specialists working with cerebral palsied
children who believe that all afflicted children'need treatment and instruc-
tion. Specialists must bear in mind that the cerebral palsied child quite often
may be mistaken for a mentally retarded child because of physical appear-
anceance or developmental features. Special training i needed to study the
child's intelligence and, consequently, determine th outlook for compensa-
tory treatment. This thought is due to V. Cardwell 956), who developed a
technique of specialized clinical psychological examination. By means of this
technique, it was found that motor disturbances and speech defects in
afflicted children may interfere with a correct evaluation of their intelli-
gence. These studies also led Cardwell to conclude that an awareness on the
part of physicians and psychologists of the special traits of cerebral palsied
children, in conjunction with the design of suitable methods of intelligence
testing of the afflicted child, can help in achieving a more accurate evaluation
of the child's mental abilities. The true extent of mental retardation among
cerebral palsied children can then be determined.

Let us now review the various discussions in the literature of methods of
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compensating for impaired functions of, cognitive activity and speech in cere-
bral palsy. lb overcome stereognostic disorders, N. and P. Botta (1964) pro-
posed a series of procedural techniques to help the child adapt to his .sur-
roundings, techniques, we might add, which make the child's hands more:
'compliant. K. A. Semenova et al. (1972) produced improved stereognosis in
cerebral palsied children by pulses of electric current delivered to the distal
portions of the limbs using a specially developed technique. Working with
another specially developed technique, improvements in the stereognostic
function were also observed by G. F. Gorodetskaya (1972). N. and P. Botta
(1964) and G. Tardieu (1966) dekribed a number of procedural techniques for
the development of visual perception in the child. Several writers (M. B.
Eidinova and E. N. Pravdina-Viharskaya, 1959;- S. A. Bortfel'd, 1971; E. V.
Zeleniha and Z. P. Manukhina, 1973) noted that exercise therapy with
afflicted children can improye their orientation to their surrdundings. The
importande of specialized instruction for rehabilitatiod of pre-school cerebral
palsied children has been also emphasized by S. S, Kalizlmyuk (1973).

As for speech disorders, quite a number of writers,have remarked on the
difficulties involved in compensatory measures here. A. Posniak 'et al. (1958)
presented considerable information in an analysis of the medical histories of
53 cerebral palsied,patients 5-21 years of age. Speech defects were found in
all the patients. For a period of 11 months, exercise therapy and remediative
classes were conducted with the patients. The therapy resulted in significant
improvements in the motor sphere in all the patients, though speech
disorders remained.

In an analysis of experience gained in the treatment of young children at
the Malalchovka Sanitorium, A. V. Efimov (1962) was led to conclude that
psetidobulbar paralysis is not amenable to treatment. By contrast, Z. I.
Tel'nova has recommended a number of procedural techniques of speech
therapy with young children based on her own experience from as far back
as 1940 [q.v.]. Success in speech therapy With young children suffering from
severe dysarthria has been demonstrated by A. G. IppOlitova (1959) and 0.
V. Pravdina (1969).

N. and P. Botta (1958) have suggested a number of interesting tech-
niqfies of speech therapy for use in infantile cerebral palsy. Emphasis was
placed on the fact that, besides recovery of speech, it is also necessary to im-
prove motor system functions' so as to ensure the proper respiratory move-
ments, monitor laryngeal reflexes in speech formation, and relax the tension
of the head and neck. These suggestions have also been made by W. M.
Cruikshank and G. M. Raus (1955) in remarking that the movements of the
articulartory organs must be linked to articulatory processes.

M.B. Eidinova and E. N. Pravdina-Vinarskaya (1959) demonstrated the
efficacy of drug therapy for pseudobulbar paralysis in conjunction with
directed, rigorously individualized speech therapy. V. N. Shashurina (1963,
1975), L. A. Danilova (1969), and L. A. Danilova et al. (1975) hive also pre-
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sented examples that demonstrate the effectivenes's of drug therapy in con-
junction with speech therapy. K. A. Semenova et al. (1972) described signifi-
cant speech improvement in cerebral palsied children obtained by pulse cur-
rents applied to the distal portions of the limbs; heightened mental activity
associated with the improvement in speech was also observed._ Similar
conclusions have been reached by R. A. Lisitsina 0964).

In a study of educational work with children suffering from cerebral-
localized palsy, G. N. Malofeeva (1964) established that the physicaltherapist
must encourage a purposeful attitude, introduce goal-oriented situations
into play, and maintain verbal control over each player and the thematic
activity itself. I. I. Panchenko (1974) presented a working classification of
speech defects and indicated the need for a differentiated approach to speech
therapy. V. Tardieu (1966) pointed to the importance of articulatory and
respiratory exercises in overcoming different types of speech defects, par-
ticularly in the remediation of dysarthria.

Procedural techniques' for overcoming motor alalia in children with
motor disturbances have been set forth by N. N. Traugott and S. I. Kaidinova
(1975). The need for speech therapy for the purpose of vocabulary .
development and treatment of agrammatism in the child suffering from alalia
was also indicated here.

It is significant that recent studies have focused on the efficacy of %arly
diagnosis, and similarly, intervention in the child's development through
speech therapy and instructional work in the pre-vocal period (K. A.
Semenova et al., 1972; E. M. Mastyukov, 1973; P. Ya Fishchenko et al., 1975):
Recent 'studies have emphasized the effectiveness of integrated speech
therapy and instructional work in lessons with groups of cerebral palsied
children (M. V. Ippolitova, 1967; L. A. Danilova and N. V. Gamuletskaya,
1974; L. A. Danilova et al., 1975). These studies incorporated special tech-
niques for overcoming reading and writing defects presented originally by
Zh. I. Shif (1948), S. M. Blinkova (1955), B. G. Anan'eva (1960), V. K.
Orfinskaya (1969), and A. R. Luria (1962).

Thus it is clear from the foregoing discussion that there are numeroffile
indications in the contemporary literature 'as to the different types of
disorders of cognitive activity and speech defects found in cerebral palsied
children. Nevertheless, insufficient emphasis has been placed on remedial
methods. Similarly, many studies have pointed out that therapy should start
at the infant stage. But insufficient emphasis has been placed on the need for
early diagnosis of impairments in cognitive activity and speech.
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CHAPTER II: RESEARCH METHODS

In the present work, we will set forth results obtained from studies of
functions of cognitive activity and speech that may become disturbed as a
result of brain lesions and unique features of the motor development of the
cerebral palsied child. Special techniques were selected to study these func-
tions (stereognosis, visual perception of shape and color, spatial and tempor-
al imagination, pronunciation, reading and writing, vocabulary, attention
and Memory). By means of these techniques, we were able to establish, first,
whether this or that function was in fact impaired; and, second, the extent
and nature 9f the impairment of the function. In our selection of the different
techniques, convenience for work with children who because of their
disability lacked a sufficientdegree of control over their li s, was taken
as the deciding criterion. Both basic and auxiliary techniqu were em-
ployed,. the former being intended for the study of cognitive ac ivity and
speech, while the latter, for determining levels of mental development.

Our study is devoted to the remediation of underdeveloped functions in
cerebral palsied children suffering from mental and speech retardation. Our
goal is to help the afflicted child assimilate the curriculum used in the
ordinary public schools.

The various techniques used here may be divided into two groups: (1)
research methods, and (2) instructional techniques. In the experimental
investigation of stereognosis, the central problem was to determine the sub-
ject's ability to recognize objects by means of touch. Here it was essential to

e into account the state of the subject's tactile and temperature sensitivity.
In our study of visual perception, it was important to identify the sub-

ject's ability to distinguish shapes, as this is associated with the ability to dif-
ferentiate between letters of the alphabet. In the case of spatial perception,
we were interested in perceptual elements that underlie the development of
the child's ability to differentiate between letters ilf,the alphabet and to
combine letters. Thus it was necessary to determine the subject's ability, to
(1) copy parts directly; (2) copy an entire model directly; (3) draw the mirror
image of a part; (4) draw the mirror image of an entire model; and (5)
perform tracing operations.

In these experiments, subjects were given constructional praxis exer-
cises based on V. M. Smirnov's die-stamping technique.t To study the visual
perception of shape, a technique was selected according to the same prin-
ciple as that used in the study of stereognosis, though the technique itself
was superficially distinct (the figures differed in terms of size, thickness, and
a single color). Before the subjects were placed different geometric figures
(spheres, trapezoids, rhombuses) and, after one of the figures had been
pointed out, the subject was asked to find a similar figure. It took 30 seconds
to find a similar figure; within this period of time the children in the control
group (normal children) completed the task without error.
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In our study of spatial imagination, emphasis was placed on the child's
ability to orient himself to his body schema and understnj spatial relations
defined by corresponding preNsitions and adverbs. We were also concerned
with his ability at completing drawing exercises. Temporal imagination was
evaluated by means of two criteria: (1) temporal sequence of events; (2)
number of actions or events that could occur per unit of time. Our study of
dramatic speech involved the understanding of direct speech. (a) in narrowly
defined situational contexts, and (b) from general standpoints (fluency, size
of vocabulary). Vocabulary was assessed first in terms of the relationship
between receptive and expsesstve vocabulary; seceind if terms of the use
and understanding of words denoting abstract, temporal, kind spatial'trace
images; third, the analysis of relationships in the 'put' datferent parts of
speech. In addition, emphasis was placed on the grammaticA structure of
the sentence (gender, number, case).

To describe the articulatory system, we reviewed the state of all speech
and motor organs that are involved in pronunciation when in a State of rest,
when attempting to speak, and in the course of the speech event. Distorted
pronunciation was measured according to a commonly used speech therapy
scale. Arithmetic operations and elements of thought processes were also
tested by means of generally accepted techniques. Graphical skills were meas-
ured in terms of writing and drawing abilities. In the case of children who
were able to read and write, the type of mistakes found was also analyzed.

Ih accordance with these tes , a technique was developed for the psy-
chological and speech-therapeutic examination of cerebral palsied children.
The technique can be employed by psychologists and speech therapists;
certain elements may even prove useful' in psychiatric and neurological
examination.

Psychological and Speech Therapeutic Examination Chart
for the Cerebral Palsied Child

A. Last name, first name, patronymic; month and year of birth
B. Basic diagnosis of illness. Description of state of analysors (acoustic

and visual).
C. Medical historg Emphasis is placed on the child's intellectual and verbal

development. The age at which he begins to distinguish auditory and
visual stimuli, recognize his mother and other relatives, follow an object,
with his eyes, reach out for playthings, smile, laugh, understand directed.
language and learn to make soundpronounce his first infant syllables,
words, and whole sentences is alIPRoted.

D. The child's motor capabilities, for example, ability Co hold his head up,
sit down, move on his own using stays, crutches, or OrthopedihOes,
ability to meet his own needs, draw, and write.
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E. Emotional and .volitional domains (degi.ee of social interaction or
isolation, euphoria, tearfulness, affection, awarengs of his disability and
wish to be involved in remediation of pathological state).

F. State of articulatory system.
1. Respiratory system (state of respiratory muscles, mode of

breathing).
2. Vocalization system (state of vocal ligaments, vocal delivery, articula-

tion).
3. Soft palate (presence and type of pareses, hyperkineses).
4. Lingual muscles (localization of pareses and hyperkineses).
5., Meth (structure).
6. Lips (type of paresis and hyperkineses).
7. Structure of synchronism present in articulatory system in the forni-'''

ation of the speech flow.
G. Emphatic speech.

1. Understanding of direct. speech (a) in the broad seAse (conversations
about material in books geared to the child's age); (b) in narrowly sit-
uational contexts (conversations about routine tivities, the. names
of clothing items and hoisellold furniture). DD

2.. Receptive vocabulary, (naming real objects or objects pictured on
cards; emphasis placed on the use of verbs, adverbs, and auxiliary
parts of speech).

3. Understanding prepositional relations (understanding and ability to
use prepositions in contexts geared to the child's age).

4. Understanding inflectional relations (capability of producing gram-
matical, agreement between words in a sentence).

Expresive speech.
1. Characteristics of independent speech (extent to w

expanded or nonexpanded; grammatical structure).
2. Acoustic structure of speech (speech pattern). .t

I. The child's cognitive activity.
1. Stereognosis (determining objects by means 6f touch): (a) texture,

measured by a set of different pieces of Material of the same size, e.g.,
Wooden, glass, and metal blocks; (b) shapeS of, realrOjects (magic bag
technique as in Figure 1); (c) differentiating between geometric
figures in terms of shape; size, and thickness (Figure 2).

2. Visual perception. (a) color; (b) shape, size, and thickness.
.3. Spatial imagination. (a) orienting oneself to one's own body and

opposite someone in a sitting position (Figure 3); (b) differentiating
between the spatial concept"; of above below, nearer farther, to the

,. right to the let, in front o in back of (Figure 4); (c) remembering
the relative positions of objects in space (Figure 5); (d) constructional
praxis (Figure 6).

speech is...
.
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4. Thmpo.ral imagination (determining the temporal sequence of events
and verifying one's own un rstanding of the number of actions and
events that could occur in a it of time),
Quantitative ima inatidn ( forming arithilnetic erations, select-

Wed with respect tZthe child's age).
6.. Ability to analyze, synthesize, and switch attention as measurk by

exercises using series of pictures, the "odd item out" technique (in
which the child is asked to discard one of four items), syllogisms, and

( efforts to find logical connections.
7. Characteristics of attention (span, adaptability, persistence).

\
Figure 1. Distinguishing
between real objects. The
magic bag technique.

20

Figure 2. Distinguishing between
geometric shapes



Figure 3. Orientation relative to one's
own body and opposite someone in a
sitting position. The Simon Says
tehnique.

0

Figure 4. Distinguishing between the
spatial concepts of above-below,
nearer-farther, to the right-to thejeft,
in front of-in back of. (Determining the
relative position of different objects.) .
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Figure 5. Set of objects (or improVin,g.mernory of spatial relationships,. (left) for
children 5-7 years 'of age; (light) r children 7-10 years of age.

Conclusion: Diagnosis. Program' of pSychologic91 and speech
therapy, measures.t
In selecting the different tests for studying cognitive activity, the child's

age, along with the possibility of motor impairments to his hands and defects
in articulatory speech, should be taken into account.

Let us now review results obtained from examining children one, seven,
and ten years of age using this system.. These age levels were selected to
ilhistrate various elements of the child's intellectual and verbal development
in the infant stage, in the pre-school period before the child has been sub-
jected to the curriculum of the general educational school, and at the cpnclu-
sion of the elementary school period. Note that the ten- ear-old child has
been educated according to the ordinary public oo curriculum, though
there has been no remediation of his cognitive activity or speech prior to the
examination.

Psychological an Therapy Examination Chart

Zhena C., 11.5 months Old

Diagnosis, concomitant illnesses, state of hearing and, vision.
Diplegia, conveitent squint. Spasmodic dysarthria.

Medical history.'Parents healthy, at time of birth mother was 24, father
27. The child is.from the first pregnancy, which was accompanied by severe
toxicosis; in the third month of pregnancy, the mother contracted a flu with
high temperatures. Born at full term, no birth activity, long forceps were
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used; the infant was bornin asphyxia livida; resuscitation took 35 minutes.
At birth, the infant weighted 3400 g, and was 51 cm long. She remained in a
clinic until two months of age, didpt take to breast and instead was fed with
formula; additional, food was provided during *weaning after the second
Month. During the suckling period, the infant often choked, and there was
no feeding reflex *hen she was held in tfte nursing position. The infant was
flaccid, and did not begin to focus her eyes on objects until the fifth month; at
sixarionths of age she smiled when a grown-Up appeared or when presented
with .a bright toy, at eight months of age, she began to distinguish relatives
from strangers, and at ten months of age, -she began to reach out to play-
things. At thiS point she had already fociised her attention on the tone of
voice of whoever was speaking with her. -'

The child's motOr capacities. Prior to the examination, the child Was
unable to turn over on hgr back on her own, not sit up, and could not hold
up her head. Asymmetric and ,4 etric tonic neck reflexes . were
present. The child choked on liquid f , and did not eat from a spoon. She
reached out to playthings, but did. of hold them inter hands.

Emotional and volitional. fiee,,indifferent to stir-
roundings. Though she recognizes relatives (smiles), there is no "state of ani-
mation" present. No mimicry responses noted; she does not carry out actions
to command. She does not respond to the sound o her name, nor does she
associate a word with an objector action. Begins make sounds.

State of articulatory system. (a) When unds orciYing, the.
abdominal muscles that create the respiratory stream are not stretched to
the same extent on either side; but instead tend more towards the left; (b)
the soft palate contracts flaccidly, and is deflected to the right; (c) the tongue
is heavy and clumsy, oemappy"; (d) there are no teeth; (e) lips are flaccid;
the child is unable to close them fully; she cannot stretch theni apart to make.
sound irtad%.ior can she hold the nipple of her bottle..

Creating
a Mirror

image Part
by Part

Creating a
Mirtor Image
of a Complete

Figure

Creating a
Direct Copy
Part by Part

Creating a .

Direct Copy
of a Complete
-. Figure

,

Model ,., -- Copy
.

Model Copy Model Copy Model Copy
, .

AI

.
,

., 1...r

Figure 6. Examples of constructional praxis (see text
t.
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Stucture of synchronism in articulatory system in the course of creat-
ing the Dow of speechis impaired. The child cries and 'makes sounds only
intermittently, and chokes since the. suppl of the respiratory stream is not
synchronized with the state pf the not does the vocal and
respiratory stream correspond to th f the soft palate.

. 'Understandinfrof direct :speec does not understand direct
speech; nor doeS sherespand to the '4 name, and doeS not relate
an object and the word deno m :4' :4. :'Ve speech is absent; and
nasalization is observed when ds.

Conclusion. At 11.5 mont ere, the cerebral palsied child is far
behind the normal child-,in to the development of the sensory and
motor domains. Similarly, the speech-impellent and speech-receptive ,
systems are not ready for the production of speech acts. COrisequently, speci-
alized psychological and speech-corrective steps intended to overcome these
impairments are recommended. T

Psychological and Speech Therapy Examination Chart

.Sasha B., seven years of age *

Diagnosis, concomitant illnesses, state of hearing and vision. Double
phpreoatheto,sis, neuritis of acoustic nerves, convergent squint Hyper-
' kinetic dysarthria.

Medical history.. The child .is from the third pregnancy; a healthy boy.
Was born from the first pregnancy, while the second pregnancy ended in mis-
carriage; The mother's rhesus factor is negative. The third pregnahcy, was
normal,; birth occurred at full term, and the infant weighed 4200 g upon birth
anti, was .52 cm long. After two hours, the newborn deVeloped hemolytic
jaundice. Artificial feeding was maintained. Subsequently, the' mental and
motor functions, laggedbehind. The child did not sit up without stays until
four years of age, and did 'not Walk until he was five. lie understood direct
speech from age two, and began.to pronounce individuarwords by the age of
three.

The child's motor capabilities. The boy walks on his own, though holds
his head up .poorly; the neck tonic reflex and dystonia musculorum
deformans (Ziehen-Oppenheim disease) are sharply pronoun . He dresses
himself on his own, but is tumble to button up or tie his laces wi out help. He
eats solid food on his own, but not soup, though he drinks from a cup.
Because of highly pronounced hyperkineses, he is unable to le or draw.
Hype.ricineses intensify when he attempts to undertake an vity, at which
point gross synkineses appear.

Emotional and volitional domains. The emotional and volitional 40-
mains are labile, the child's state veering between tearfulness, eiphoria,.ind :

impulsiveness without the desire to do thirigs; abulia is noted. He does. not
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properly realize The seriousness of his condition. The boy believes his motor
impairment is slight, does not notice the defects in articulatory speech, and
of the opinion that he petforins all his tas19.(drawing,swriting, story-telling)
correctly and splendidly :

N
.

...Plate of articulatory system. a) Breathing is shallow and clavicillar
rhyPeiidases in the respiratory muscles 'xi:allay aiteCieify -when

'14 to speak; the respiratory strewn is, intermittent and uncontrolled; (b)
vocal delivery hypophonic; the.closure of the vocal cords is nasynthronizeti
with the arrival of the respiratory:, stream, as'a result of which the voice has
an intermittent, unefen quality to it, and periodically fades away; (c) the soft
palate is continuos ely twitching; and the passageway to the nasal cavityis
periodically open, which imparts a nasal ,quality to speech; (d) the ithetoidal
cofiiponent is also intensified in the tongue when the child attemptito speak,
and is particularly expressed at the terminus of the tongiie; (e) the .teeth are
spread apart, and prognathous; (f) hyperkinesis of the lips is 'sharply pro-
nounced even in a' tafe of rest; it ,intensifies when the child attempts to
speak and continues throughout the speeCh act.

Structure of synchronism in articulatory .s stem Iii formation of the
speech flow The speech flow is accompanied b ked asynchronism of all
the organs involved. in the act of speech. The of the respiratory
stream is not synchronized with the closure of the ocal cords, and vocal
delivery is accompanied by athetoidal movements of the soft tate, tongue,
and orbicular muscly of the mouth., Speech is uneven as a resu , occasionally
fading away, and accompanied byinasal twang, causing unclear pronuncia-
tion of all sounds,

Understanding of direct speech is limited. Voc,abulary lags far behind.
The child does 'not recognize the meaning of a number of prepositions bid
adverbs that define ,temporal and spatial relationships, and also does n
tmderstand the meaning of the nouns that denote abstract and generalized
concepts. .

In expressive speech, all sounds, particularly vowels, are distorted, and
there are no consonants. The voice is uneven, intermittent, with a nasal
twang. There is no intonation to speech, pauses occur in the middle of words
and the rate of epeech-is slowed downs.-

Cognitive activity. Stereogno the 'recognition of surface texture
and in differentiating between geome s is impaired both hands.
The ability to distinguish real shapes is greatest in the left Figure 7
shows how the child depictsgeometric bodes after having touch exn first
with his left, and then with his right hand. On .the left ire ,the original

etric ihapes.
. . .Color perception is normal; the child co distinguishes round and

angular shapes, but makes mistakes whenpresen with different types of
polygons; attention is not sustained.
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Figure 4. Graphical representation of geometric shapes (a) felt with the right hand (h) and

left hand (c). (Sasha

SPatild inmailePt Right-left, body cuientation
f .

mistakes are made inbedrerientation relative to a seated person: Given foui
Parts that form some figure, ht is linable to put them iegether to form the .
whole, nor can he perform tasks according to the ION technique. There are
serious errors in his constructional praxis exercises.

. 11a3 child does not grasp the temporal
sequences in the eltern ation of the sea. Sens and months of the year, nor can
he cot:lac* deterinine the number of events completed an, hour;419,y,..

Week;. month, or year.

Ability to ansdyze, synthesize, generalize, and shift eet...AnalYtie and
synthetic abilities as demonstriteti by means of the "odd item -007 technique
and in respOntes using Wechsler ieats geared 'to the 'Child's age are signifi-
cantly retarded.and completed Only with great difficulty,

Memory and iittentlen. Attention ia not sustained; its span is con-
tracted; and the child finds it difficult to shift his atteptien. figure 8 shows
tow Saabe,B. reProduCes the relative position of three okijecte from memory`,.

tenclusien:Fjettardation of verbal and intellectual development Hyper-'
kinetic clysarthria. Lessons with a speech therapis t 1#4ga veal], technique
and work in' a remedial prograni n kindergarten are recommended.



Psychological !old Speech Therapy Examination Chart

1Colya Z:, 10 yeart of age.

Diagnosis, concomitant illnesses, state Of hearing and Diplegia,
choreoathetosis, right-side neuritis o the acoustic nerve. Spaintbdich
kinetic dysarthria. .

Medical history: Child from the eighth pregnancy; the preCeding preg-
harries terminated in miscarriage, (following the birth of the Child, toxoplas-

....inosia was establiebed in Vie. Mother). The boy was born premature in the
teVenthlorith;liteighed 1400 g upon.birth, .and was 48 cm long...The infant

4 did not take to breast, drank formula', and gulped in the Course Of. suckling.
He *as irritable,. slept little before he was one, and cried for hours On end: At

..the. fourth month, he began to smile when grown-ups appeared or when
breserited with bright playthiiiga, began to 'focus his eyes on .objects in the
fifthinentb, and reached out toivarcls playthings at One year of age. At this
time, bebeg:an'toecognize relatives and focus his attention at the.tone of a
voice. He could sit. up at two and a half, and walk at fiver. using orthopedic
footwear and crutches., He understoOd direct speech at two years of age, and
spoke at four years Of .age. During his first,. second, -and, third grades, he
studied at home;" from the age of eight; his studiesi011owed the curriculum of
a general edUcational school. . b

:.the child's motor capabilities. The boy walks on his limn with .thera-
pantie equipment and crutches and can take care of himself, but at a greatly

1 reduCed puce. He finds it particularly difficult to button upend lac* boots. .

`He writes in large letters, illegibly, and very. slowly: HyperIcineses are noted
when he attempts to speak, though they are not sharply pronounced:

Emetlonal and volitional domains. The child is asthenic, with sloW
responses, tires rapidly, and is unaware of his disability.

State of articulatory lystem. (a) Breathing is shallow and clavicular,
and the respiratory stream Weak; (b) vocal delivery; is hypophonic, at times

'the voice fades away, with a falling intonation; (c) the soft palate is tented; .

and &allot contract sufficiently; (d) tongue tension is quite high, and the
.:"'tongtie itself is,thick and unwieldy; (e) the teetb are carious, though without

structural pathology; (f) the lips are flaccid, the boy is able to purse his Bpi;
but cannot raise his uppeilip or drop his lower lip separately; there is hyper-
kinesis of the, orbicular muscle of the mouth. . :
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Structure of synchronism in .articulatory system in formation of
speech fiow. The delivery of the respiratory strewn is not alwayssynchro-
nized with t,he closing of the vocal cords, and thus the voice periodically falls

off.
The boys understanding of direct speech lags far behind his age level.,

His vocabulary does not reflect the curriculum material covered. He does not
know specialized terms and has a poor understanding of words that denote
spatial and temporal relationships and abetract concepts.

In, expressive speech all sounds are distorted; the groove sibilants are
particularly affected. There are no flat shlantstor voiced consonants, and
the "r" and are also absent. The boys speech has a nasal quality to it.

Cognitive activity. Stere9gnosis in the differentiation of geometric
shapes is impaired in both hands. Visual perception of color and shape is
normal.

,

Spatial imagination: Given six parts forining some figure, he unable
to put them togetherto form the *hole, nor can he complete tasks according
to the Kohs technique. There are serious mistake's in the mirror images he
creates, and isolated errors in direct copies of complete figures (Figure 9).
He is unable to complete plans and diagrams he is asked to draw as part of
the curriculum.

Iltmporal imagination:. The concept of a "century" is not formed. He
lacks the notion of the temporal sequence of events which he has studied.

Ability to analyze, synthesize, generalize, and switch attention.
Analysis and sYntheais are significantly below his age level and donot reflect
the curriculum covered. He has difficulty undertaking an analysis of
passages after reading them.

Attention and memory. Attention is not sustained, and its span is
IF contracted. The boy had difficulty shifting set; long-term memory and the

recall of spatial relations are.undeveloped.

I

Figure 9. Examples of constinctional
praxis exercises (subject My& Z,) (a)
copying an entire line drawing, (direct
trial); (b) drawing a mirror image, copy-

ing Parts.



Conclusion. Retardation in verbal and intellectual development. Spas-
modie.hyperkinetic dysarthria. Lessons with a speech therapist using a spe-
cial technique and work in a remedial program in the third grade are
recommended.

It is clear from the examination charts we have presented that impair-
ment and underdevelopment of the child's cognitive activity and speech may
be found as early as the pre-verbal period and do not improve spontaneously.
Consequently, differences between the intellectual and verbal development
of children with cerebral palsy and normal children are quite apparent at dif-
ferent age levels: In the next chapterye will follow up these diffeiences in
detail.



CHAPTER III: COMPARISON OF COGNITIVE AND VERBAL
DEVELOPMENT IN THE NORMAL' CHILD AND CEREBRAL PALSIED
CHILD FROM ONE MONTH TO SEVEN YEARS OF AGE

It has already been noted that simultaneous impairment of cognitive
activity and the motor function leads to improper development of the
psychomotor and verbal spheres from the moment of birth. By means of a
correct diagnosis of these disabilities at the different age levels, it is possible
to make an early decision as to a set of remedial measures. In our compari-
son of different aspects of the development of the normal and cerebral pal-
sied child, we have relied on relevant published data on the development of
the normal child presented by various writers on this topic (N. A. Menchin-
skaya, 1941; R. Ya. Abramovich-Leklitinan, 1946; N. L. Figurin and M. P.
Denisova, 1949; R. F. Gorchakova, 1958; M. M. Kol'tsova, 1958; F. N.
Shemyakin, 1959; D. B. Ellonin, 1960; A. A. Lyublinskaya, 1971).

Let us consider the various aspects of the psychomotor and verbal devel-
opment of the normal child and cerebral palsied child at successive age
levels. We first present a:description of children at the nursery level (from
birttl to three years of age).

r weeks (1 month). The normal infant clenches his forelimb in a fist,
often with his lips and sucks easily. A sucking reflex is observed when h
held in the breast-feeding position. When lying on his stomach, the baby
reflexively turns his head to the side, half closes his eyes when placed in

again lies on his sto . The infant produces gentle sounds. Blinking of the
bright light, turns hd to the light, tries to lift and hold-his head up, and

an
d

eyelids in response to auditory stimuli is noted. The infant sometimes
attends carefully to speech sounds and to singing. The first smile in response
to adult talk is observed.

In the cerebral palsied infant, the palms are spread apartor the fingers
just slightly bent, There is no swking feflex when in the nursing position.
The synchronism between breathing and sucking movements breaks down,
and the infant chokes in the courfie of sucking. Where there is a unilateral
lesion, it is noted that in crying or shouting the two sides of the infant's face
do not participate to equal degrees. When lying 'on his stomach, the infant
does not turn his head and eyes towards light. He does not focus his eyes on
objects, nor does he concentrate his attention on bright and shiny objects.

16 weeks (four months). By this time in the normal child, the constitu-
tional hypertension of the newborn infant has disappeared. The infant lies on
his stomach for several minutes leaning on his forearm, and holds his headup
well. A crawling reflex is seen; the infant produces a physiological bridge
through the arrangement of the position of his stomach relative to his back.
In this posture, the infant explores his forelimb, holds his head up straight,
and after several mixutes is able to sit down using stays. While iapported
under the arm, he leaks against his mother's knees with his legs,Iwhich he
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bends at the hip joints. The length of time the infant is awake increases signi-
ficantly. The infant begins to show_interest in the world around him, and will
focus his eyes on the face of a grown-up leaning upright /near him on his
hands. In response to the sound of talking, he shows joy by deans of a smile,
various sounds, and lively motions of his hands and feet in a state of anima-
tion. With his hands, the infant haphazardly pushes against playthings hang-
ing above his chest. Upon hearing sounds, he will look for an object outside
his field of vision, and will turn his head towards the source of the sounds, He
smiles often when awake, produces loud sounds, and bends andAraightens
out his hands and feet. The infant examines, feels, and grasps atplaythings
hanging above his chest. While feeding, he tries to hold his bottle in his hands.

In the cerebral palsied child, intensification of constitutional hyperten-
sion is observed in this period, along with an increase in the tension of the
thigh abductors and shin extensors. The grasping reflex is absent. The infant
does not reach out to playthings, does not hold his head up, and liespassively.

asHe is unable to master static body positions, nor can he sit up, falling either
on his side or back. He does not exhibit as crawling reflex, and cannot sit up
using stays. If the infant is held under the arm, he does not search for a
support; his legs end up in a "scizzors" posture or hang twisted as in a braid.
The lengths of hips wakefulness and sleep periods do not correspond to his
age; either he sleeps far too much or fu too little. The infant is indifferent to
his surroundings nor does he respond to the appearance of grown-ups. His
face is amimic; salivation is observed as well as difficulty in suckingand swal-

lowing. He does not show any interest in playthings. -No animation state is
observed. He rarely smiles, and when he does his smile is reflexivein nature
without any emotional tone to it. During the solid feeding period, he con-
tinues to choke on liqyid food. His hands remain passive during feeding.

24 weeks (6 month). In the normal child, a symmetric tonic neck reflex
is observed by the sixth month; that is, the tension of the muscles of the arms
and legs changes with the movement of the head. The reflex vanishes by the
sixth month. The infrtcan already turn over from his stomach to his back,,'

move about in his cri either by crawling a bit or using his hands, and has no
trouble eating from a spoon. He can lie for long periods of time on his
stomach, raising himself slightly by leaning on his hands and knees. The
infant distinguishes between relatives and strangers, responding in different
ways to them. ge distinguishes the intonation of voices directed to him and
makes sounds for long periods of time. Individual syllables appear. He takes
his rattle in his hands and holds it for some time.

In the cerebral palsied child, asymmetric and symmetric tonic neck
reflexes are highly pronounced, and show no signs of attenuation by the time
the crawling period begins. The infant is unable to turn over from his
stomach to his back, or the other way around. As before, he chokes on liquid
food, and does not eat from a spoon. When lying on his stomach he is unable

to lift himself using his hands and knees. He does not show interest in rela-
.
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tives, nor does he attend to the intonation of voices. He rarely makes any
sounds and never produces baby-talk.

7 months. The normal child handles playthings, moving them from one
hand to the other, makes noise by banging his toys together or dropping
them on the floor, eats when he is happy, anti shows interest in solid fOod. He
learns how to cl his hands together to make a sound and how to make thit
sign for "bye, bye."

The cerebral palsied child cannot turn over on his back.on his own, in
general either does not sit up at all or can sit up using stays only for short
periods of time. The infant is not interested in playthings, and is indifferent
to his surroundings. There is no interest in solid food. The infant is unable to
hold his head up.

8 months. The normal child will sit up and lie down on his own, try to
stand up leaning with his hands against the back of the bed or edge of the
crib. He will eat small pieces of bread and drink from a cup held by a grown-
pp. The child pronounces various syllables loudly and repeatedly. If a grown-
up asks him to, he will undertake various movements, for example in
response to such requests as "Clap you hands," "Give me your hand," and
"Bye bye." He gets involved with playthings for long periods of time,
examines them, and bangs them against each other.

The cerebral palsied child cannot drink from a cup. Only at this age does
he begin dinstinguishing relatives from strangers, and move towards
playthings, but does not reach out to them. He does not engage in any
mimicry. He starts to make sounds.

9 months. The normal child tries to walk by holding onto objects with his
hands. He drinks from a cup on his own, and holds it himself. The child
knows his own name, and turns around when it is called out. In response to
the question, "Where?", he will hunt for several objects without any regard
for their actual position. He handles objects in different ways, depending on
their properties, for example, rolling balls, taking one object out of another,
and squeezing and releasing rubber toys. At this stage, the chill utters his
first words ("mama," "papa," "grand-ma").

The cerebral palsied child has yet to letrn how to assume static posi-
tions, nor does he respond to his own name. He does not connect a word with
an object or action. He takes playthings into his hands, but does not play with
them in accordance with their properties, that is, he doesn't roll a ball, or

*,
_squeeze and release rubber toys.

10 months. The normal child mimics grown-ups, and repeats various
sounds and syllables grown-ups have uttered in his presence. At the request
of a grown-up ("Give me the ball," "Give me the doll"), he will locate aid hand
over toys. The child joins in such games as "cuckoo bird" and "magpie-crow"
satisfactorily. He handles objects; such actions as pulling out objects and
pushinic them in assume the nature of routine habits.

In the cerebral palsied child, no mimicking responses are observed, nor
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is there a proper response to direct speech. Partial amimicity of the face is
` -seen in the case of unilateral lesions, and the child can reach out to objects
only with one hand at a time.

11 months. The healthy child-utters his first meaningful baby-talk ( "av-
av," "Ids-Idsr "mu-mu"),Cerfain words are extraordinarily overgeneralized;
for example, in response, to the question, "Where is the kitty cat?" he may
point to a cat, fiir hat, etc. At a grown-up's request, he will perform different
a.ction'iWith objects, and can point to parts of his body and various clothing

. he is wearing.
In the cerebral palsied child, meaningless baby-talk is heard when he

makes sounds. He only now begins to recognize relatives, but is unable to
carry out actions when requested to do so by a grown-up.

12 months. The normal child walks on is own with legs spread apart in
, an unsteady gait. The child holds a spoon properly, places small objects on his
fingers, and will climb down from a chair or couch and go around obstacles to
reach his playthings. In the course of eating, he is active, and tries to hold his
spoon by himself. At this age, the child begins to make his first constructions,
for example, putting one of his building blocks on top of another. He has no
trouble mimicking the sound of new words, and pronounces about 10 words;
his stock of words increases gradually.

The cerebral palsied child cannot eat on his own, is indifferent towards
food, and continues to choke On liquid food. He sorts his building blocks in a
meaningless fashion, and is unable to create constructions.

18 months (1.5 years). The normal child walks on his own, clambers
down the staircase step by step, throws his playthings around,, and picks
them up. He "draws," clenching the pencil in his fist, turns pages in picture
books, helps out in getting dressed and undressed, sits down on small stools
on his own, and drinks from a cup, holding it with both hands. His speech is
unclear, consisting in baby-talk. He loves to converse.with grown-ups, and
sometimes speaks to inanimate objects. Visual perception of color and shape
has been formed; he distinguishes the basic colors of the spectrum by
analogy, and differentiates between shapes, for example, a ball and a brick,
by analogy.

The cerebral palsied child does not walk, and can stand up only with the
aid of stays. He does not lean firmly against the support. He is unable to sit
down on a stool on his own, neither does he drink from 0,,:cup. He does not
help out in getting dressed and undressed. He expresses hisldesires by crying
out and does not utter any baby-talk. He does not distinguish colors, even in
terms of analogy; his visual perception of shape also remains undeveloped,
and he is unable to distinguish between a ball and a brick, for example.

Two years. The normal child runs about, a d is able to climb up anc
down the staircase. Ithlilds his cup with one h d, and can open and dos(
doors on his own. It is at this time that he acquire a sense of orderliness. Th(
child may engage in such games as "feed the doll" and "hide the toy," anc



assembles and disassembly pyramids and. matreshkis.* He aliCZ; collec-
tion of three or four toys, and knows and can identify by name three or four
colors. The child recognizes the sounds of domestic pets and can mimic the'se
sounds. He enjoys playing with other children.

The cerebral palsied child does not walk, nor does he play with Ater
children. He is unable to walk up and down staircases even using stays. He
cannot hold a cup in his hands, nor open doors. He is not always able to dif-
ferentiate colors even by analogy. He does not distinguish animal sounds, non
mimic these sounds. The child does not engage in thematic games.

As is clear from the foregoing material, psychomotor retardation is
observed in the cerebral palsied child as early as the first month of life, and
becomes especially noticeable by the fo h month. By one year of age, the
child is not ready to learn how to assum a standing position, and exhibits
severely limited sensory capabilities. By ee years of age, this gap in devel-
opment has increased, since it is at this at the normal ghild is walking
and has learned to speak. Let us now attempt to descril?e the development of
the normal child and cerebral palsied child at the age of three. .

ITT the normal child, the motor function is .by this point already highly
developed; the child is able to stand on one foot for some time. Differentiated
coordinated motions have also developed by this age. H throw a ball up
in the air and catch it, de a tricycle. He draws to uses and cars, hold-
ing the pencil in one h and turns the pages in a boo one at .a time. The
child eats on his own, bu is clumsy and needs some help in getting dressed
and undreSlied.

The certighl palsied child can walk only if assisted. His motor coordina-
tion is inadequate; he can throw a b in the air but will let it fall on the
ground. He cannot ride a tricycl e cannot eat without assistance, and
draws only haphazard lines. He not get dressed or undressed on his own.

Visual perception has form in the normal child. By this age, he has
learned to distinguish the basic olors of the spectrum and knows the names
of three or four of them. The concept of shape has become increasingly signi-
ficant for the three-year-old child; he is able to differentiate, betw round
and angular figures. He is capable of perceiving the outlines of ar

infamiliar object, by its proper name, and in doing so di guishes certain
objects, and can relate a word and the object that it He refers to a

ro
features of the object. the cerebral palsied child, perceptions are context-
ually defined and become blurred, merging into vague generalities. There is
also an inability to differentiate between perceptions. If shown a card with a
picture of a tiger on it, he may call out "et." Perception itself depends on past
experience. The child does not distingwsh individual objects on picture cards
and confuses their names. He has difficulty selectink-objects by analogy, and

Russian dolls that, when taken apart, fit one inside the other (Trans.).
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in his selection often relies on the color of the figure.
:-

In the normal child, the apprehension of the relative position of an object
in space merges with the perception of the content of the object itself; if this
context is altered, the object's reference points must be explained to the chil
a second time. At this stage in his life, the child identifies the different dir
tions in space (up, down, forward, backward) correctly, and can undertake
movements in these directions when told to do so. The child begins to orient
himself to his body schema. By contrast, the cerebral palsied child in unable
to identify the basic directions in space, and does not orient himself to his
body schema. Similarly, he cannot perform movements when asked to do so.

The normal child can relate temporal coucopts, determine the sequences
in the order of routine events, and is able to distinguish night and day. The
cerebral palsied child is unable to recognize the different periods of day, nor
can he grasp the order of routine events.

The normal child recalls verbal instructions. That is, when undertaking
routine tasks he will rely on his memory. Through practical cognitive activity,
his memory has been freed from dependence on perception. Instead, repro-
ductions are formed involuntarily once they have been made manifest
through suggestions made by grown-ups. Voluntary reproductions become
distinct impressions in motor memory; thus, the child orients himself in
space with respect to familiar surroundings. The ability to recall stories and
poetry which have been read to him begins to appear.

Recollection and the creation of reproductions from 'visual models
assume dominant roles in the cerebral palsied child. In recalling new words,
he does not always relate them to their meanings. Motor memory is poorly
developed. He does not recall poems and stories even after'hearing them
repeatedly.

In the normal child, the level of generalization is a function of exper-
ience. He begins to compare objects and events in terms of some general or
self-evident attribute. The ability to make primitive (though ,superficial)
judgements and deductions begins to appear. The child is not Yet able to
distinguish essential attributes, though he grasps accidental attributes. He
relies on complete concrete images and discriminates only the most salient
attributes of objects. His speech consists of short sentences.

The level of generalization displayed by the cerebral palsied child is low
due to his lack of experience. The ability to make comparisons and analogies
remains undeveloped; the child is unable to discriminate even accidental
attributes.: His speech consists of isolated words of baby-talk.

From our comparison of the development of the normal and cerebral
palsied child at this point in their lives, it is quite clear there now exist factors
that will cause children suffering from cerebral palsy to lag behind in their
ability to form generalizations. Let us now consider the development of the
normal child and the cerebral palsied child in their fourth year.
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In the normal child, mobility is significantly developed. He walks easily,
s around quite a bit, and knows how to undertake movements at a speci-

fi pace, and how to restrain his movements when asked to do so. He has
also learned to ski. The child dresses, undresses, and eats on his own. Manual
dexterity in games with various objects has developed; for example, he
makes things out of building blocks, makes castles out of sand, and so on. By
contrast, the motor capabilities of the cerebral palsied child are severely
limited. He walks with difficulty, often by means of prostheses, leaningon a
stick or crutches. He is unable to get dressed and undressed On his own, and
eats only with the assistance of grown-ups. His manual dexterity remains
significantly underdeveloped.

The perceptual ability of the normal child has become differentiated.
Representations of the basic colors of the spectrum have already been
formed. Contrasting geometric forms, such as circles, squares, spheres, and
cubes are correctly distinguished by analogy, and spheres and cubes even by
name. The cerebral palsied child is confused about the basic colors and shapes
of objects in terms of denotation and cannot distinguish, them by analogy.

Spatial perception in the normal child has become snore sophisticated.
He perceives the spatial' orientation of objects (to the right, to the left, over,
under, on top of, towards); he is also able to compare objects in terms q
length, width, and height. Given three parts forming some object, he can put
them together to form a \Of:4e, and creates structures using building blocks
or parts from an erector set, based on pictuies shown to him. In the cerebral
palsied child;differentiation of spatial trace imagery lags; the child is tillable
to perceive the attributes of objects.

The normal child apprehends the passage of lime, and is able to distin-
guish morning, daytime, evening, and night. The cerebral palsied childcan
distinguish between night and day, but cannot tell when it is morning or.

evening. .

In the normal child, expressive speech is in the foim of grammatically
and syntactically correct sentences; he becomes tongue-tied only if asked to
pronounce flat sibilants or sonorous sounds. The cerebral palsied child exhi-
bits a marked lag in the development of receptive and expressive vocabulary,
and has particular difficulty with prepositional relations. Nouns predominate,
in his expressive speech, verbs occur more rarely, while adjectives and
auxiliary parts of speech are almost never used. Sentences are short, and are
not always syntactically well-formed.

The inormal child is actively involved in the development of skills of man-
ual dexterity. He knows how to correctly hold a pencil, and if asked to do so,
will draw vertical and horizontal lines. He will use both curved And straight
lines in his drawings. On his 'own,, he will color Obje .1-S, and draw
quadrangles, squarei, and circles. He also works with. paint. The cerebral
palsied child can draw only isolated strokes which lack any representational
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content, and has difficulty holding a pencil.
For the normal child, accidental external relations still play a significant

role in recollection. In recounting a story or tale, he does not convey the
sense of what he has read, but instead will retell it word for word. In the area
of memory, we see at this age the first attempts at relying on meaningful
relations between objects, for example, throu the analysis of the content
of picture cards. Recollection occurs without fo ethought, principally in the
course of playful activity. Memory is primarily phical and visual in nature.
The memory of the cerebral palsied child diffe in certain respects; for
example, his recollections are determined by acci ental external attributes,
and only mechanical recall is well developed.

The normal child begins to attempt to group together objects in terms of
their functions, thus gaining experience in classification. He strives to estab-
lish causal relations between events, often turning to grown-ups with such
questions as, "Why?" "What is that for?" "For what reason?" The cerebral pal-
sied child does not attempt to combine objects in terms of meaningful rela-
tions, and finds it difficult to make generalizations. Questions such as "For
what reason?" and "What is that for?" are asked only when he is much older.

Quantitative representations have developed in the normal child. He is
able to distinguish between contrasting concepts, such,as many-few and one

two three. He can correctly identify groups with, the same number of
uniform elements. In the cerebral palsied child, the concepts of many -few
have also been formed, though the numerical concepts 'one- two -three have
yet to be learned.

From the foregoing discussion, it is clear how imperfect is the cerebral
palsied child's mastery of such functions as perception, imagination;
memory, and the ability to make generalizations and undertake arithmetic
operations. Let us now outline the developmental characteristics of the fifth
year. , v,

In the normal child, we observe well-coordinated movements of41*
handS and legs in the course of which the child maintains the proper bearing.
The child knows how to stop walking at a given signal, and is able to crawl on
a log lying either flat or at an inclined angle. He can ride a tricycle or bicycle,
and is beginning to learn' how to skate.

In the cerebral palsied child, static and dynamic functions depend upon
the severity and type of affliction. In infantile cerebral palsy of average
severity, the child begins to walk on his own only at the age of five, but is
unable to undertake more complicated movements.

The normal child can name all the colors of the spectrum. He can com-
pare objects in terms of size and arrange thern in increasing and decreasing
order with respect, to length, height, and width. He begins to. recognize and
identify/nbjects as-being round, rectangular, or triangular; and can select
different geometric shapes by means of analogy. The normal child exhibits
stereognostic perception, correctly recognizing texture, identifying geome-
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tric shapes, and distinguishing between plane and solid figures.
The cerebral palsied child can name only four or five colors (red, blue,

white, black, green). The concepts of size (wider-narrower, longer-shorter)
have not yet been acquired; the child is able to distinguish round and angular.
shapes only. Gross astereognosis is observed, expressed even in the healthy
hand in 64F7o of all cases.

In the normal child, motor praxis has improved, to the extent that the
child can mimic how a grown-up moves when in the standing pbsition. He is
able to correctly define the position of one object relative to another in space
and, on his own, is able to verbally describe the position of an object. He can
select parts of a structure in terms of shape, and compare them to each other.
His construction process proceeds according to anditerdal_Olan. The child is
able to relate parts with respect to color, shape, size, and quantity (up to four
parameters). Constructional praxis has developed; thushe can directly copy
parts or an entire model' consisting of iliree or four sections. By means of pic-
tures, he can convey round, oval, rectangular, and triangular shapes, a.tvell
as the structure of objects; he has learned to work with paint, and can draw J.
thematic pictures.

. In the cerebral palsied child, spatia imagination is grossly retarded in
terms of development. The child is unable to mimic a grown-up's movements
even when standing up. He finds it difficult or impossible to correctly relate
an object in space and a verbal description of its relative position. He builds
only frum verbal instructions. He is unable to relate parts, for example, in
terms of color, shape, and size simultaneously, and instead leans usually
towards the attribute of color alone. He can copy directly no more thawo
Or three parts; painting he finds virtually impossible.

,

The normal child's comprehension of temporal imagery has imprOVed-to
the extent that he is now able to distinguish between the concepts of,esfer-
day," "today," and,"tomorrow" without any error. The cerebral palsied Child
distinguishes only "night," day," and "morning," and is unaware of the succes-
sion of days.

At this age .leVel; the normal child's memory span gxpands, and the
accuracy and §trength of recollection. grow. The child begins to attentively
consider materiakhe has been asked to remember. Attempts at grouping to-
gether individual words; and pictUre7cards are noted. His process of rOollec-
tion is successful if directed towards some goal. A lag m the development, in
intentional memory is noted ..irfAe cerebral palsied. child. He is best at re-.
calling stories and tales; that js, the effectiveness of his ability to recall
events dependS upoii their' emotitbal.signifi cance.

Besides generalizatiOdsbased on "external attributes, the normal child'
attemptS to discriMinate the; most essential relations between objects, and
groups objects together in terms of quantity and purpose. The ability to
eralize develops further, and the child is able to eliminate the "odd" objeoe:-..

3
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,from 0. grotip..of four objects, though he is still unable to explain the reason
for doing so. The comprehension of causal relations begins tioform... The child

fundersta.nds what is shown on picture car4; and is able to 'enumerate
actions, and discover meaningful relations. The cerebral palgied child has dif-
ficulty identifying essential relations, and is unable to complete the "odd item
out" exercise. Basically, he grasps accidental relations.

The ability to form quantitative trace images is now exhibited by the
normal child. He is able to call out numbers insequenee and'compare two
groups of objects. He knows how to count up to six, and can petform arith-
metic operations with up to four numbers in sequence. The cerebral, palsied
child can perform arithmetic operations basically involving., only two
.numbers at a time.

From the foregoing material; it is clear that retardation in the formation
of the. motor function and in cognitive activity brings with it an undecdevel

.

oped level'of generalization. Let us now compare aspects of the development
of the normal child and the cerebral palsied child at the. age of six.

The normal child by now has learned how to make well-coordinated
maxignents; for example, he can ride a bicycle, go skating, ski down small,
hills, go swimming, and hop on one leg. His expressive speech is cleandiffet-.
entiated mo140,etits are observed in the articulatory system. Phonemic
discrimination and analysis have been formed so as to assimilate instruction-
al material on the subject of reading and writing.

The cerebral palsied child has still not acquired the motor habits needed
. for bicycle-riding, skating, or skiing, and cannot learn how to swim. Tongue-

tied behavior is an aspect of his expressive speech. Pseudobulbar syndrome
is often noted. Phonemic analysis has not been formed, and phonemic dis-
crimination is grossly distorted.

Thefrioimal child correctly distinguishes and selects different plane and
solid `geornetric shapes. He is able to relate the shape of actual objects wit"? a
given geoinetric shape, for example, which objects in a rOorn"ire shaped like
a square, circle, and so on. The cerebral palsied child; ^by contrast, makes
errors when he tries to discriminate between geoinetric shapes, and is
unable to relate the shape of actual objects with ap abstractgeometric shape.

The normatchild correctk executes direct trials of constructional praxis
and makes only Isolated errors when he executes mirror image trials. He cor-
rectly executestracing-out trials involving three elements. He can dra toy
houses and .tables on his own or by copying a model. Gross erro are
observed in the Cerebral paled child's attempts at performing-direct opy-

te mirror images, and make trrot*con sting
ing-out trials. Heis unable to create taw' gs on

e to copy a model. r:.

ing trials. Hels unable to c
of two elements in the tr
his own, and is rarely

The expressive speech of the normal child is grammatically Well-fo
His receptive and expressive vocabulary is a.dequi0,.atld words occur
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speech that generaliie such temporal and spatial concepts as "earlier," "than,"
"neare4" "farther," and so on. He performs arithmetic operations with up to

lye iiiitibera-in sequence, and can count up to 10. In the cerebral palsied
expressive 'speech consists basically ofnouns, and is not grammatically

well formed Vesii.Ve and active vocabule4!eznains underdeveloped; hisuse
of verba,..adjectiVe4, and auxiliary parts.4.0eech..are affecthd

adveriely Such words are often absent flow of *401;1 and if thS'T.,;
do occur, they are not alwayg used propei asically, the'child has yet to
aCqUire generalizing concepts; further, his use Of' words related tothese ccin-
,cepts is not always correct.

From an analysis of the foregoing disciasion, it is clear that retardation
in the development of cognitive activity and speech in the cerebri palsied
child does not disappear spontaneously as the child grows up. On:the eon-
trary, these disabilities become increasingly More severe. In !addition;
because of a quantitative lag in the acquisition of new habits and new infor-
mation, no one function can become more sophisticated through the additton
of new qualities. Thus, the child is unable to execute mirror image; trials,
phonetic analysis remains underdeveloped, and so on.

At the age of seven, the normal child is studying at school. His phonernie'
discrimination and analysis, visual and spatial imagination, and receptive
and expressiVe vocabulary have become sufficiently well-developed for the
acquisition of instructional material. In the cerebral palsied child, we may
obsery impairments in the level ,of phonemic discrimination, a disability

s it difficult for the child to learn how to read and write, and par -
ti his ability to recognize relatives by the sound of phonemes
(fla Ve sibilants, voiceless consonants, hard and soft phonemes, and
also affricates). Difficulties in writing down letter combinations and even in
the construction of isolated letters are found, and the child has trouble study-
ing material in geometry. Tongue-tied behavior is retained in his expressive
speech. Note, too, that vocabulary development continues to lag behind and
that semantic distortions are present.

We undertook an experimentarstUdy of a number of forms of cognitive
activity in 240 cerebral palsied children 7 to 'Years of age who were being
instructed in accordance with the standard public school curriculum. Qur
study; led to a number of conclusions reia.rding the development of afflicted

-,Children.: For example, disturbendes. in Vereognosis was noted in 197 of the,
subjects; interestingly, astereognpsis was observed both in the afflicted hand
(88%) andin the he.althihand (60%).

Astereognosis. was. apparent from such symptoms as (1) difficulties in
determining the texture of objects (wool, silk, velvet, metal, wood, glass); (2)r
inability in determining shape of objects (hammer, small vase,,spool); and (3).!.
errors when atteMptinto determine the shape of different geometricY
forma. . . , -

' In.78 of the children, defects in the visual perception ,Of shape Vereitlso
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observed. Typically; this defect was combined with disturbances in the stere
ognostic function, as well as ihipairments in spatial imagination; thic
impairments fire' discoveredin, 198 (837o) of the subjects studied.

Our study of speech disorders revealed dysgraphia and dyslexia in 128 01
the cerebral palsied children. In 70 of these children, defects in reading anc
-writing could be attributed to disturbances in the visual..perception of shag(
and in spatial. imagination in conjunction with disorders in the stereognosti(
function. ,

Disturbances in temporal imagination were established in 65% of th(
children studied. The understanding of temporal sequences and ability tc
determine the number of events that could occur per unit' of time were par
ticularly affected.

From an analysis and comparison of the level of development ..of th(
Vocabulary of the normal and cerebral palsied child, it was clear that 85% o:
the afflicted children suffered from a significant lack of vocabulary, whicl
extended basically to words that denote spatial and temporal representa
tions and generalizing concepts. Difficulties in the comprehension and use o
adjectives, adverbs, and prepoitions were rather acute in the, cerebra
palsied children. Defects in the articulation of speech sounds were exhibits(
by 75% of the subjects, basically involving impairments caused by th(
manifestation of different forms of dysarthria with varying degrees of sever
ity. Moreover, in 60% of the children impairment to the function of the hand
was observed. This disorder severely hampered the ability of these childrei
to carry out graphical activities and also made it more difficult for them ti
take .care,61' themselves.

4Niunber of

''';COIldren
(hands) Studied

Disturbancebubance in
Stereognosia

Defects in
_t.
Visual

Perception

e
Impairment in

Spatial
Imagination

Underdevelop-
ment in

Temo.
Imaginatoralon

T

Visual and
Spatial

Dysgraphia

240(480) 197 (336) 148 178 82 70

An

'Bible 1

Disturbances in Cognitive Activity rlaitd in Experimental Study
of Afflicted Children 7 to 12 YearridAge
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It is clear from Table I that diSfurbances in cognitive activity are mani:
fested, as a rule, organically:Thus; distortiOns in the visual perception of
shape are always accompanied by asfe'reognoSis and underdevelopment of
spatial imagination. Similarly, visual and spatial dysgraphia IS based on poor
visual perception and distortions in the ste.reognostic function and in spatial

Number of
Children Studied ";'

4. .
Lag in Passive-

Vocabulary

..,.

Lag in Active

Vocabulary

Disturbances in
Use and Under-

standing of
Prepositions an4
Adverbs of Post-

tion and Time

Lack ofUnder
standidg and.
Absence in

Speech of Words
Denoting General-

izing Concepis

Ilk 120 136 64 72

Thble,2

Results of a' Vocabulary Study in Children
5 to 10,1(0 ars of Age

From the data presented in Table 2, it is apparent that 66% of the
afflicted children exhibit retardation in vocabulary development. The

find it particularly difficult to use and comprehend ,the meaning of
words that denutOpVial and temporal imagery, along with generalizing and
abstracting catetories.

The succeeding chapter will describe methods and. tee for
remediation of the impairmenti we have describeckfin the foregoing
discussions.
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CHAPTER IV: A PROGRAM OF PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SPEECH
THERAPY EXERCISES FOR REHABILITATION OF CHILDREN
SUFFERING FROM CEREBRAL PALSY

Rehabilitative Program for Use with Infants
We have undertaken efforts at the design of a program of rehabilitative

exercises, drawing from several years of observation of the development of
normal children and cerebral palsied children, and a review of the.specialized
literature. These techniques have been tested at the Mat' i ditya [Mother-
Child] .Department of the Turner Research Institute of Orthopedics and
Traumatology and at the Komarovo Neuropsychiatric Sanatorium. We
began* analyzing the mental and verbal development of cerebral palsied
children who had received psychological treatment and speech therapy, as
well as children in a control group who were not given any psychological or
speech therapy. Children in the control group nevertheless receivl the same
form of drug therapy and treatment by physical therapists as did 6hildren in
the first group. From this analysis, it became clear that the cerebral palsied
children in the control group exhibited significant retardation in their
cognitive activity and speech. A special study we conducted [1972] made it
clear that such drugs as cerebrolysine [hydrolysate of brain tissue] and gam-
malon [gamma-aminobutyric acid, GARAI do not produce adequate effects
in the absence of psychological treatment and speech therapy. This conclu-
sion was based on results of treatment trials conducted on 15 afflicted
children using cerebrolysine and gammalon and trials on 75 children in a con-
trol group who were given the same drug therapy, though no lessons with a
psychologist or speech therapist.

First year. In the newborn infant, it is necessary to develop the sensory
processes (visual, auditory, tactile).

The infant is trained to look carefully at the face of a grown-up speaking
to him, and to follow with his eyes brightly colored playthings. liZrom the first
month of life, the child learns to focus his eyes on immobile objects and then
to follow them with his eyes as they are moved: It is desirable for the infant's

s mother, teacher, nurse and speech therapist to dress in bright clothing all of
the same color. Efforts should be made to develop the infant's ability to listen
to sounds produced in speech and singing, and the noise from playthings. A
period of wakefulness following feeding is recommended. If pareses are dis-
covered in the mimetic muscles, suitable stroking massages must be con-
ducted, especially during bathing, and the prolapse angle of the mouth
should be raised slightly from time to 4E. From the very first days, the
mother should choose a nursing position that is most convenient for the new-
born infaht, and monitor his sucking processoo as to minimize choking.

In the fourth month, the infant is taught7o distinguish "relatives" from
"strangers," and to turn his head at the sound of a rattle or when someone
who cannot be seen calls out to him. It is necessary to regularly converse
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with the infant, encourage noise-making and baby talk along with vocal
responses, and to sing out vowel sounds ("aaa" and so on) with him. The
infant's attention should be aroused when he is lying on the same side as his
impaired limbs.

Efforts should also be made to determine whether the two halves of the
infant's face are involved in crying, laughing, and eating to the same extent.
Where there is asymmetric involvement, suitable massaging (stroking) of;
the paralyzed muscles should be performed several times a day.

Interaction with adults will increasingly create a joyful mood in the child
and induce motor and verbal responses. The infant should be trained to hunt
for particular objects with his eyes, and taught to find a plaything or some
other object when at its usual spot; for example, at the age of seven months,
in response to such questions as "Where is the doll?" or "Where is the clock?"
At this stage; the infant is taught to make playful movements, such as
clapping his hands or waving them to indicate "hello" or "goodbye". The
teacher should increasingly involve the afflicted hand in the gaine.

From the age of six months on, the child's passive vocabulary develops
apace. He is taught to point out the parts of his body, clothing, furniture, and
routine household objects. Special emphasis is placed on his impaired limbs.
For example, a toy may be placed in the afflicted hand, and the child asked to
push and move it with this hand. These movements of the child's afflicted
hand should be formed with the aid of the teacher's hand.

From the age of nine to 12 months of age, lessons designed to develop
thethild's passive yocabulary continue. The infant is taught to discriminate
the' names of grown-ups, words denoting parts of his body, clothing, and
playthings, and is trained to respond to simple requests; he maybe asked to
open or close a small box, and place a toy in the boX, and take, apart and put
together a matreshki. The infant learns to mimic the whistle of a steam
engine and the mooing of a cow. At this time, intensive efforts should be
made to improve his respiratory activity. The infant is taught how to blow out
a lit candle, and to blow against wads of cotton wool, particles of fluff, and
strips of multicolored tissue-paper attached to the railing of his crib right in

, front of hiS eyes: If,the infant is still unable to sit up at this age because of his
,disability it is essential that he spend his waking hours in a specially
constructed Chair equipped with a folding table.

Second year/Lessons intended to develop the child's emphatic speech
(receptive vocabulary) continue: The child is given in detail the names,vof
articles of.clothing, furnituredishware, and different plants and animals.
Generalizing concepts dealing with clothing, furniture, animals, and play-
things appear in his receptive and expressive vocabulary.

The 'child is taught to choose two basic colors by analogy, and to
distinguish and choose sharply contrasting shapes (spheres, cubes, bricks)
also by analogy. At this age, the child begins to assemble and take apart toy
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pyramids. Spatial imagination develops, and construction activity begins to
appear; different structures (e.g., gates, toy steam engines, staircases, furni-
ture) are put together froth toy bricks (Figure 10). This form of activity
should be conducted usipg brightly colored toy bricks, with such colors as
yellow, orange, green, and red predominating. Games designed to.improve
respiratory activity may be of various types, and may include inflating
rubber toys and balls and blowing up soap bubbles. In addition, the child
should be taught to mimic the cries of birds and animals.

Games that incorporate elements of play-acting are essential for the
development of cognitive activity and for training the child in correct

s. pronunciation. Here are several examples of these types of games: feeding
the doll, putting the doll to sleep, mimicking the sound of a rooster, dog,
small bird, and duck, and reading funny stories [poteshIca]. lb develop the
child's ability at making generaliiations, he may be asked to select three to
five toys and match up paired picture cards.

While the child is engaged in manual activity, an effort should be made
to ensure that he is using both hands, bOth the healthy and the impaired one.
lb enrich his vocabulary, a grown-up should express in verbal form all the's
actions and movements the child undertakes.

Figure 10. Constructions put together from building blocks (two years of age).

Third year. The child's ability to understand the speech of those around
him continues to evolve.The child learns to recognize domestic pets and their
young from picture cards, and gains an ability to observe and feed birds, and
knows their names. He is also able to distinguish and correctly name plants,
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certain vegetables (carrots, cucumbers, tomatoes), and fruit (apples, pears,
oranges, etc.).

At this age, the child comprehends rather elaborate distincti ns,
determines objects from their outward appearance, and can identify sev
different types of transportation (private cars, trucks, buses, streetcars, trot=
'ley buses, sleighs), and name various parts of them (driver's com-
partment, steering wheel, running wheels, window, door).

Elements of dramatization are seen far more frequently in the child's
games and the importance of manual activity grows. The child may play such
games as "the doll is leaving the room," "let's give the doll a bath," and "who is
eating what." The teacher should select games that help in the development
of cognitive activity. For example:

(a) To develop the visual perception of shape and color thematic lotto,
moving colored (red, blue, yellow, green) balls around, magic bag game;

(b) To help in the formation of quantitative imagery grimes involving
trace images such as many-few, many-one;

(c) To help in the determination of size and thickness games involving
plates and dishes, animals, and building blocks;

(d) To develop spatial imagination and attention games such as Simon
Says, matching paired picture cards, jigsaw picture puzzles (putting
together a whole, given two parts), threading a ring out of laces, and passing
a lace through a hole in a piece of cardboard.

Special emphasis is placed on the use of verbs. Exercises are selected to
demonstrate the difference between perfective and imperfective cases.

Fourth year. The children are taught the correct names of different
pieces of furniture and articles of personal use. At the age of four, the child
should be able to identify and properly name the qualities of objects,
vegetables, and berries (color, shape, taste, size).

At this age, he also begins to distinguish certain temporal and spatial
concepts; words denoting these concepts (for example, "today," "tomorrow,"
"here," "there," "upwards," "downwards," "near," "far") appear. Trace images
dealing with prepositional relations are formed at this time too. Lessons are
conducted with the child to help him carry out actions that demonstrate his
understanding of the prepositions "to," "on," and "above." Emphasis is placed,
on temporal sequences; the periods of the day are associated with particular
routine events, for example, morning breakfast; day time dinner, games,
strolls; evening supper; night sleep.

At this stage, manual dexterity develops apace. Children are iven
mechanical toys, learn how to assemble a tower from five or six gs,
separate out large and small balls into two groups, put together v 'ous
kinds of matreshki, small boxes, and balls, at first from three or four parts,
and later on from five or six parts. The child should be able to put together a
whole from four parts (blocks, jigsaw puzzle pictures), and be able to count
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11R t0 two or three. He is taught to identify and name the essential parts of
certain objects, for example, in the case of a chair, its regs, back, and seat; in
the case of clothing, sleeve and collar; and in the case of a jaclsotfrits collar,
sleeve, and buckle. The child should be able to identify similar objects in

/-terms of their size, use, and name, for example, soup plate and dinner plate;
tablespoon and teaspoon; cup and glass; chair, stool, and armchair; ordinary
boots, shoes, felt boots, high overshoes, and galoshes. He is taught to
identify and correctly name a host of spatial concepts, such as wide-narrow,
low-high, long-short, as well as temporal concepts, such as the periods of the
day (morning, evening, night). At this age, the young child should know his
age, fir nd last names, and address. Note, too, that the perception of
sh d spatial imagery develops in conjunction with elements of manual
dexterity (drawing, rolling clay to form spheres, playing ball, doughnut rolls,
tiny balls, etc.).

Set of Lessons for Preschool Children
(five to seven years of age)

.

Development of spatiatiMatfirotion.
1. Identify the basic Spatial (prepositional) rel.itions using real objects.

The child moves objects around -in indicated, directions on command ("put the
doll behind the doll hOnse, in front of the doll house, in the-doll house," etc.).

2. Naming the major spatial relations in a thematic picture.
DeVelopment of constructional praxis(tuild a set of toy gates, behind

them a road, in front of the gates place a toy cati7.eth.).
4. Development of spatial relations in the child's artistic activities

(drawings, modelling with clay, piling up building blocks).
5. Training the child's emory for spatial relations. Analysis of pictures

froni memory, with ennph n the spatial, interrelationships between ob-
jects. Giving a verbal dekki ti from memory of the position of objects in
space (e.g., that the doll 1,0, 4 the doll house, or that the tree is in front of
the .house). Practice at trafiOptit trials of constructional praxis ("look and
try, to remember, and then construct the same figure; look and try to
remember, then put the';figures in:the sameorder").

top4Exerkises for the dew ;mtaettle sensations.
.

1. Training,theC.1014 ab4ity to determine the texture of objects. Rec-.

ognizing text*e 'tbrtoucti ;apt, preliminary demonstration (using small
and,same size or building blocks of thescraps of mit,eitial of the

same si4 r I .1 erent fte
2. - og

liminary erilOn
wooden spoil

. .

d shape of actual objects without any pre -
ig technique, using a small glass bottle,
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3. Differentiating between different geometric bodies by means of
touch:

(a) bodies of the mole shape, but different thickness (plane 'and solid);
(b) bodies of the same shape and thickness, but different size (large and

small); .

(c) bodies of the same size and thickness, but different shape (triangle,
square, oval, circle, trapezoid).

This ability is developed in stages:
STAGE I. Recognizing solid figures by touch following a preliminary

process of visual familiarization with each figure;
STAGE II. Recognizing, solid figures with the same texture without any

preliminary demonstratiOn;
STAGE III. Recognizing plane figures with the same texture following a 1

process. of visual familiarization with each fi e;
STAGE IV. Recognizing plane figures by means of uc.h without any

preliminary demonstration;
STAGE V. Recognizing figures of the same shape bu with different tex-

ture by means of touch following a preliminary examination of the
figures;

STAGE VI. Recognizing the shape and texture of an object by touch
without first looking at it (for example, glass bottle, wooden sphere,
metallic square);

STAGE VII. Distinguishing objects of the same'Shape and texture on
the basis of their size by means of touch (for example, given wooden
sticks of different sizes with size difference on the order of 2-3
cm the child may be asked to point to the largest stick, smallest
stick, finally any small stick ,whatsoever, i.e., regardless of its V
relative size).

Development of temporal imagination.
1. Determining the sequence of periods of.the year, and specifying each

season of the year in terms of its distinctivefeatures using picture cards and
verbal descriptions. 04,

2. Determining the, sequence of periods of the day, broken down into \

routine events.
3. Elaborating the concepts of "older" and "younger."

To help the child gain the ability to make generalila i ns, exercises sire
conducted to develop generalizations by the method of ation. (odd
fourth game): \

STAGE I. Before the child w(placed four objects, all but one of which
are related to each other by means of definite properties (for example,
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apple, pear, plum, toy pyramid), and the child is askd to discard the odd
object.
STAGE IL Eliminating odd objects from a pic r example, a girl is
asked to do her homework; on the tabl placed all the writing
materials she will need along with one or two extra not called for in the
assignments).
lb develop an understanding of cause-and-effect relations, a guessing

game is employed. For example; the child is asked what swims and what
sinks. Before the child is placed a basin with water and the most heterogen-
eous collection of objects made of metal, celluloid, and wood. In the course of
the game, skills of independent observation and definite concepts about
objects are formed, and cause-and:effect relations discovered.

Many years of observations hive shown us that these methods of remed-
iation can help in significantly improving underdeveloped functions and in
preparing the child for assimilating the curriculum of a general educational
school.

Program of Remedial Activities in
Kindergarten Through.Third Grade of

Special Schools for Cerebral Palsied Children

From the earliest years of operation of sChools for children suffering
from cerebral palsy, it became, clear that students with this disability en-
counter severe problems in their attempt to assimilate instructional mater-
ial-. Further, it was noted that these problems differ qualitatively from the
problems the normal child faces. In elementary school, practical teaching
experience has demonstrated that afflicted children haVe difficulty in acquir-
ing reading and writing skills and. the ability to recount stories or create
stories on their own from picture Cards. Their qral speech consists of short
sentences that are not always grammatically well-formed.

In high school, subjects such as geometry, drafting, and map reading in
history and geography classes also create major problems for the cerebral
palsied student, particularly because ottlisturbances in spatial imagination.
141 order to understand why these problems occur, we undertook a special
study, the results of which may be found in the preceding chapter.

Interesting data were also obtained regarding the actual quantity and
nature of speech disorders. Thus, our studies demonstrated that 170 of the
240 subjects in our group exhibited various speech defects, with 128 of the
children suffering from dysgraphia and dyslexia. In addition, these speech
defects were found usually in combinatiin with each other; for example, dys-

' arthria was found together with residug manifestations of alalia, and also in
many children suffering from dysgraphia. anddyslexia. A total of 23& dis-
tinct speech defects were found in the 170 children. Similarly, in 70 of the
children disturbances in reading and writing sldlli- were associated with im-
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pairments in the visual perception of shape and spatial imagination, and in
58 children, with a low level of phonemic analysis and discriminatiolt

In the first form of dysgraphia-; children in the younger age group would
forget how to draw separate letters and Parts of letters,, and also were un-
able to correctly combine elements to form a single letter. Sometimes we find
that too many elements of one kind or another have been drawn; in other
cases, a required element or an entire letter is missing, or the element or
letter replaced by others based on an attribute of graphical analogy. Many of
the subjects produced mirror images of entire letters or ,parts of letters.
Children in the middle and older age groups made a considerable number of
these types of characteristic errors in their writing exercises. From an
analysis of these errors we were able to identify several subgroups in this
form of dysgraphia: (0 replacement of isolated letters and elements of
letters by others-according to the principle of grgphical analogy; (2) omission
of individual letters and elements; (3) interchanging individual letters and
parts that generate these letters; and (4) drawing of mirror images of iso-
lated letters and elements of letters. In addition, in cerebral palsied children
these errors are persistent and extremely common,

Note that these subgroups are provisional and depend upon which parti-
cular symptom is dominant. Studies showed that writing defects which fa
in the first twO subgroups are found mainly in conjunction with a low level of
visual perception of shape; reading and writing defects typical of the third
and fourth subgroups are attributable to underdevelopment in spatial imag-
ination.

Pupils in elementary school exhibiting this form of dysgraphia omitted
letters as they were reading the primer and textbook The Reader [Rodnaya
Reda forgot how to read particular letters, and also replaced certain letters
by others based on analogies in graphical form (for example, confusing the
letter pairs "c" and "e").

Children in our group from the middle and older age groups did not
display elements of dyslexia whet reading out loud. It was apparent,
however, that when a pupil was reading to himself, he was often unable to
understand the mea6ing of this or that word he had just read, as he would
seem to suddenly forget the meaning of some letter.

In 58 of the students, reading and writing defects were observed that
could be attributed to underdevelopment in phonemic analysis and discrim-
ination and to defects in pronunciation. In this form of dysgraphia, we typi-
cally observe errors associated with disturbances h auditory discrimination
and underdevelop'ment in phonemic analysis, one result of which was a mis-
apprehension of the structure of the sentence, word, or syllable. The follow-
ing types of errors are found most often in the writings of chijdren with this

.form of dyslexia: (1) interchanging phonemes that are similar in sound, for
example, "s" and ash"; (2) omission of letters in a word;. (3) interchanging
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letters and syllables; alid (4) forgetting to complete the inflectional endings
of words.

When reading out loud, such children usually display incorrect stress in
their pronunciation of words and disturbances in intonation. Writing is
closely associated with oral speech and, consequently,' disturbances in oral
speech (for examPle, dyslalia, dysarthria, general impairment in vocal devel-
opment 'attributable to amblyacousiasr residual effects of alalia) are mani-
fested Oierattx; in writing, thus resulting in dysgraphia.

From a coMparative study of reading and writing skills in cerebral pal-
sied children in t.4e younger and older age groups, it became clear that' these
disturbances are found in children from different age groups. Thus these dis:'
orders will no disappear unless the afflicted children are given special
guided lessons. \

Our data also show that defects in stereognosis, the visual perception of
shape, spatial imagination, and elements. of dysgra,phia.are found both in the
younger and older age groups (at rates of 76% and 427o, respectively). Signi-
ficantly, these disturbances do not vary qualitativefy \Vith either age or train-

but only quantitatively; for example, the number of errors may lessen,
ugh the type of error remains thesanle. So persistent,is the distOrbance

m reading and writing as to;preSent a problem later on when the petiori is
deciding on an occupation. 7

Special studies were conducted for the purpose of determining the out-
look for compensation of these disturbances and to help in deciding on ineth-
ods of remediation. In the decade from 1962 to 1972, grows of children were
formed, consisting of 104 children 7-9 years of age atteriffing the first grade
at Leningrad Regional Boarding School No. 9. A number of different forms
of impairment in cognitive activity (astereognosis, defects in the visual per-
ception of shape and color, unfierdeveloped spatial and temporal imagina-
tion, different speech disordet's) were found in the children. Special correc-
tive lessons were conducted with the children for eight-month periods. These
remedial efforts produced a number of interesting results. Disturbances in
the visual perception of shape could be eliminated in .93% of the children;
spatial disturbances in 71%. Reading and writing defects caused by distur-
.bances in these forms of cognitive activity could be overcome by corrective'',
remediation of the visual perception of shape in 88% of the children, and of
spatial imagination in 70%. Dysgrailhia and dyslexia associated with under-
development in phonemic analysis and discrimination could be compensated
in 75% of the specially instructed children.

The remedial program was designed to meet certain principles, for
example:

(1) maintain the successive step-by-step development of processes of
cognitive activity actually observed in ontogenesis;

(2) reliance on the integrated functioning of the analysor *tens; thus
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iii.training the child's phonemic discrimination, our aim was to rely not only/
on the auditory analysors, butaliciOn the speech -impellent, kinaesthetic, and .'::.

visual analysors;
(3), use of intact or already restored functions in lesson activities;
(4)'.NTerbal analysis of objects, events, and actions. 1.

Experience gained in the remedial progtant conducted with cerebral
palsied 'ohildren at Special Boarding School No 9 has shown the impor*Ce

...,: ' 'of allocating time in the teaching process foia preparatoryyear. Inaddition,
class Periods should be set aside throughout the instructionaltirriein elemen-..
iary school for the purpose of remediation of impairments m Cognitive acti-
vity and speech through the use of specially designed techniques. Studies
carried out at the boarding school from 1970 to 1975 showed that corrective
activities in a number of areas (spatial and temporal imagination,
vocabulary) should be continued in secondary 'school. At this time, the reme-
dial lessons should be designed to fit directly in the curriculum.

A program for elementary school pupils was designed to gompensate
the different types of impairments we have discussed. The: program was
tested at Boarding.'Schoor'No. ,9 from the 1967 through 1976.school years.
From' experience ,gained in lessons conducted in this prograini it became . '-.

clear that the, yariods iriipairnients can be compensated either partially of ,
completely. StUdents with cerebral palsy could thus be given the Opportunity
to assiMilate_ the cgriculthri of 'a general education school.

.The remedial program we employed: was designed for the first four.,
years of elementary school (i', "preparatory" or kindergarten year and
second, and third grades). The lessons in the program should be conduc
during remedial periods allocated in the lesson plan. During the remedial les-
sons, the teacher shoul&concentrate on helping those students in whom dis-
turbances in cognitive activity and speech have been obse?ved, rather than
directing his efforts at the entire class. The remedial 'program consists of
Several parts:

(1) development of the visual perception of shape and colOr;
(2) remediation of impairments in spatial imagination;
(3) compensation of impairments in temporal imaginaticip;
(4) cultivation of phonemic discrimination and analysia;
(5) improving the child's ability to make generalizations and distinctions

througIrthe developmeneof 'oral speech.
In each part of tie program we indicate the title of the toPic, content of the
activity, types ofteinediation, and knowledge, habit', and Skills the students
should assimilate in the course of studying the.particular topic.

. In the preparatory year, the student is taught to identify the basic colors
of the spectrum and their tones, and shown how to select similar geometric
figures (circle, oval, square, triangle, rectangle) bakel on the attributes of
shape, color, and size. In the first grade, the children are taught to differenti-
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ate between these figures and the various types of polygons, and also to iden-
tify solid shapes based on:their. voltink., In the second grade; the students are
presented with analyses-Of the distinctiOns found when making comparisons n

based on the attribiAtefs of size And vOlUme. Lessons to teach students how to
construct different geometric'fiintes are also conducted. Finally, in the third
grade the student is shown how to construct quadrangles ati4 angles of dif-
ferent sizes using ruler and compass.,The student is also sliovin how to cre-
ate models of .a square, rectangle, cuhe, andparallelepipecifrom,paper and
plasticene, and to carryout analyses based on similarities and differences
between these figures.

In developing spatial imaginatation in the preparatory grade, eniphasis
is placed on the student's skill at orienting himself to his body 'schema and
opposite someone in a seated position, and his ability to correctly relate the
position of objects in space, 'Using such concepts- as ."to the right" "to the

"forward" "backward," "up "- "down," "near " - "far, ". and "loW" "high."
Considerable attention is devoted to the development of constructional

praxis and to efforts at improving the child's memory of spatial relationships.
In the first, grade, steps designed to develop constructional praxis and to
train the child's memory of spatial imagery continue. In addition, emphasis is
placed on the synthesis of a whole from a collection of parta'and on the verbal
description of different travel paths and programs. In the second grade, ex-
ercises designed for the development of constructional praxis and construe-

`-tion activity are conducted, Finally, in the third grade the child is asked to
draw different' travel paths and programs. Emphasis isalso placed on the

.;'clisposition of coordinates and the proper relationship between several geo-
graphic objects giVen in the instructional material.

In kindergarten, the topic "lempdra1.1magination" is meant encom-
pass the improVement and expansion of the Child's imagery of the seasons of
the year and times, of the day, along with their distinctive features and
sequence. The child-is taught hoW to tell time by reading the face of a clock
(on the whole hour only).

. In the first grade, the child must know how to recognize time by reading
the face of a clock (hour, half-hour, quarter-hour) and to, correctly relate
events to facts in his own biography and in the liVes of hit parents ("Yurii
(Iagarin traveled into the space the :year I warborn";;"'The war took place
when Mama was little").

In the second grade, the Child should know holii fo tell time within min.:,
utes and seconds by reading a clock fate, and should know that a century re -."
presents 100 years. Students are familiarized with the sequence of hist.kcal
events in the life of the Soviet Union (Russian Revolution, World War II,' the
flights of the cosmonauts).

..As an integral part of the lessons in this topic in the third grade, the st-u-
dent is taught to determine temporal sequences when reading essa.yson the
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history of Russia and the ciiii,et-Union, and must be able to relate stages in
the.development of Soviet,seCiety with events in his own family and in the
lifeof.his friends and relatiVes.

The program fon the a.ctiop; Development of Phonemic Analysis and,
Discrimination, in kindergarten is designed to prepare the child for the ac-
quisition of reading and writing skills. Particular attention ispaidt6 the aria-
lysisof the' Sentence, word, and syllable, and the identification of sounds.
Corrective work begins with the development of phonemic discrimination;
largenumber of exercises are conducted for the purpose of teaching the child :,"
how to identify and differentiate auditory parallels by ear, for example,vo-
wels and consonants,. 'flat en'd groove sibilants, voiced and unvoiced conSo-
nants, hard and soft Consonants, and sonorants ("1" and "r," "m" anti "n") and

4affricates ("ch," "shch," and "ts").
I kindergarten, emphasis is placed on the development of sIdllst)f gen,

eralization and differentiation, and on the 'addition to the child's vbcAbillarYs-;
of wordS denoting spatial and temporal representations.

In the first grade, exercises to help the child determine logical relations
in pa.ssages that have been ra.dthroughor listened to are given. The man.
ing of proverbs and sayings is analyzed, and evaluative epithets regarding
particular objects and events are selected; creative activities are also con-
ducted. In the first grade, the analysis of sentences, words, andsyllables con-
tinues, accompanied by an emphasis on the idintification of Siressed sylla-
blesand on the intonational pattern of sentences: as a f-unctieit,Of 'the type of
sentence. Activitiemlesigned for speech development extend throughout all
the lessons, though the remedial lessons 'emphasis is placed on enlarging
the child's receptive and expressive vocabulary; -and teaching him how to de-
termine logical relations, understand sentences with figurative meanings,
create oral and written compositions, and how to Put together a story on his
own. In each grade, thd.content and type of rernediation are designed in light
of the child's development:featu%S and the instructional material.

In the second grade, the child's vocabulary is enriched with words refer';
ring to human emotio4.1 states and natural phenomena, as well as words';;., -
that fall under the topic, Means of Trantptrtation andCommunication. One
new area is in familiarizing the child with the multipe meanings I }Fords as
exemplified by' synonyms', homonyms{ and antonyms, aid by teaching him
about .figurative expressions and metaphors, as well as different styles of
writing (proSe. and poetry, stories and

Lessons in third grade dealing Ah the development of vocabulary
arA constructed tO emphasize new terms dealing with historical, geographi-
c' ', and biological 'Concepts the child has read abbiit in essays on nature
study. The student should:learn how to properly isolate the parts of a story
and be able to ask a question 'about each part. He should also be'able to iden-
tify the main theme of a story. A great deal of creative activities are con-r

'
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ducted with the child in the third grade, for example, describing things the
child has seen or heard, and teaching him how to invent stories and tales on a
given subject on his own.

In this program, remedial work helpsto compensate for impaired pro-
cesses of cognitive activity in cerebral palsied children and helps them suc-
cessfully assimilate the instructional. aterial. From an analysis Of the cliff-
culties encountered by students in their studies in secondary school, we were
able to decidr on directions for corrective activities in this period. The follow-

. ing goals were selected in constructing the set orcompensatory lessons:
1. Formation of spatial imagination using instructionalMater* in geo-

metry, geography, and drafting. .
,

2. Development of temporal imagination using material from literature
and history lessons.''

3. Vocabulary work, in particular: (a) practice in special terminology for
the study of different objects; (b) words denoting spatial and temporal im-
ageryin the instructional material; (c) terms denoting abstract categories.

4. Developpennforal speech, in particular: (a) grammatically correct
sentence constivet.iOn; (b) use of numerals and pronouns of all, categories,
auxiliary words1,..and prepositions in speech.

5. Developinent of manual dexterity in guided shop lessons and the in-
troduction of specialized tools to help the student perform laboratory activi-
ties in polytechnical training lessons.

Below we preSent our program of remedial activities for elementary
school studenti suffering fiom cerebral palsy.

Kindergarten Program
7bpic: Visual Perception of Color. 0 1'

Content, Forms, and Goals of Remedial Activities

I. Differentiation of basic colors through the identification of a given
color. (1):. Selection of colored strips by analogy, without naming the colors,
themselves ("Show me a strip of material of a given color"); (2) activities with
color charts; (3) playing games of color lotto; (4) selecting colored pencils and
sticks; (5) distributing circles of different colors into small boxes or envelopes
of the'corresponding color; the child must know how to seleCt colored strips
on command and how to differentiate (visually) between the basic colors of
the spectrUm.

II. Basic colors of the spectrum and their tones; (1) lessons with color
charts; (2) playing genies" of color lotto; (3) coloring patterns and stencils
from a model using pencils and paint and again without any model; (4) ere-
ating color; tones on a palette (dark red, dart( blue, pale blue, etc.); the child
should (a) know the names of the basic colors opf the spectrum; (b) be able to .

recognize and name coldr's' and paints in natur0; (c) know how to create tones
of the basic colors of. the spectrum by pressing down upon his pencil lightly or
heavily, by .diluting paints, or by repeated applicationof paint.
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.
ru. Derivative colors and their toRes. Creating derivative, colors and

their tones on a palette, for example, orange and light and dark orange; vio-
let and light and dark violet; green and light awl dark gr8en. The child should
knqw Ilaw to chalk orange, green, and violet, on a palette through the super-
position of one color on top of another.

Thpit,,Visual Perception of Shape.
amtent, Forms and Goals of Remedial Activities

I. peliktion of similar, ,geometric figures (square, circle, rectangle; tri-
wet, oval, polygon). (1) outlining geometric figures using stencils; (2) exer-
cises usi geometric inserts (plane and solid), e`.g, (a) Seger board, (b) bar-
reiwith set of solid geometric shapes; (3) playing games of geometric lotto;_
(4) activities using geognepic mosaics. The child should know how to select
geomeidpgures, fotexample, how to find by means of analogy, a figure of
the salve color and shape, or hoir to find, by means of incomplete analogy, a
figuit of the sanie shVe, but different color, or a figure of the same sha1pe,
but different size. Simple comparisons are made between geometric figuees.
on the basikf an integrated visual perception without any identification of
basic attributes, -

II. Diffel.entiation of geometric figures in terms of shape, size, and
color. (1) exercises with the magic bag; (2) exercises using cut-outs consisting
of geometric figures, with the child pasting into a mold figures of the proper
size 'Ind shape. The child should (a) kriow the names of geometriojfigures and
their principal attributes; (b) know how to find a geometric figure by name,
i.e., be Wile to point out a circle, oval, squire, ete,., (c) be able to call out the

10 name of a geometric figure at the teacher's command, i.e., respond to such '4
questions as,,"What is thisfigure?"; (d) be able to identify geometric figures
in terms of shape,. size, and color (Figure 11).
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III. Relationship between a geometric figure and the shape of real ob-
jects and pictures of real objects: (1) playing games of geometric lotto; (2)
playing such games as "object and picture"; (3) creatingpictures of objects
from two-dimensional geometric figures; (4) creating cut-outs of objects con-
sisting of the same or different geometric figures. The child should be able to
relate (a) a real object and a given geometric figure (book and rectangle;
table-top and rectangle, flag and triangle, egg and oval, etc.); (b) a geometric
figure and a picture of a real object (circle and watermelon, oval and melon,
triangle and road sign, etc.).

IV. Comparision and transformation of geometric figures. Exercises
using a collection of constituent parts of geometric figures. The child should
know,how to (a) create a complete geometric figure from its parts; (b) trans-
form, one geometric figure into another.

7bpze: Development of Spatial Imagination and Orientation
Content Forms, and Goals of Remedial Activities

I. Orientation with respect to the body schema and opposite someone in
a seated position: (1) exercises designed to teach the child how to determine
his own right- and left-hand sides relative to someone sitting down; (2) exer-
cises for determining the right- and left-hand sides of people depicted on pic-
ture cards and in sketches; (3) playing games such'as "mirror," "monkey see,
monkey do," "Simon Says." The child should be able to (a) display the proper
skills of orientation; (b) be able to point to his left ear, eye, etc. with his right
hand, etc., and conversely, point to his right foot, eye, etc. with his left ham*
(cross orientation).

II. Relative position of objects in space, based on such concepts as: on
the right -on the left, forward- backward, up down, near far, low high:

. (1) playing such games as "What has changed?" (recalling the relative posi-
tion of three or four objects); (2) finding an object in a chart from a verbal
description of its position relative to other objects; (3) finding an object in the
classroom from a description of its position relative to other objects; (4) find-
ing,an object from a verbal description of its position relative to the student
himself and the position of some other student (i.e., in response to such corn-
mands as "Name the objects to your right, to the left of Kolya," etc.); (5) plac-
ing an object in accordance with a verbal command ("Place the notebook at
the upper left corner of your desk and the pencil at the upper right corner of
your desk with its sharpened point to the left," etc.). The child should (a) be
able to correctly indicate the position of objects relative to each other, rela-
tive to the student himself, and relatiVe to someone else; (b) understand the
meaning of words that express spatial relationships, i.e., the student should
be able to employ precise verbal statements for all sections of the curriculum.

III: Development of the child's understanding and use of words that ex-
press the relative spatial positions of objects ( "at," "on," "under," "behind,"
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"in," "around," "between," "in front of," "over"): (1) defining the relative posi-
tion of an object in the classroom, in a chart, and in a picture by means of a
precise verbal statement (e.g., "The spoon is in the glass," "The glass is on the
table," "The table is near the window," etc.); (2) placing an object somewhere
on command ("Put the pencil on the book, under the book, in the book, etc.").
During this period of time, the student should know how to use precise ver-
bal statements that express the relative spatial positions of objects (Tol's
desk is in front of Serezh' desk or between Serezh' and Sasha's desks," etc.).

IV. Development of the child's understanding and'use of words that ex-
press extent (to the right on the left, to the left on the right, from
above downward, from below upward, from the upper left corner to the
lower right corner, from the lower left corner to the upper right corner, from
the upper right corner to the lower left corner, from the lower left corner to
the upper right corner). The student is asked to (1) draw lines on his own
blackboard, in his sketchbook, or in his notebook in accordance with the
teacher's command (to the right on the left, etc.); (2Ithe student is asked to
perform actions on command (how to go from the left tear corner of the
classroom to the right front corner, indicating direction 'by means of hand
signals, etc.). The child should be able to perform actions on command.

V. Development of the child's memory of the relative spatial positions
of objects: (1) playing games such as "What has changed?"; (2) mosaics; (3)
pictures, drawings, charts (with different versions in which the same objects
are arranged in different ways); (4) playing such games as "look and remem-
ber" (with the student's own cards and charts being used for activities in

which the whole class participates). Objects or geometric figures colored in
different ways are depicted on cards. The student is asked to recall (a) the po-
sition of the objects on the card (in the center, at the top, in the upper right
corner, etc.); (b) the relative position of the objects or figures. Three to' five
objects are used; the time allotted for recall is limited (1 minute).The student
then responds to the teacher's questions from memory. He learns how to,(a)
compare the initial relative position of some object to its altered position; (b)
reproduce from memory the relative position of two to four objects.

VI. Development of constructional praxis: (1) direct copying of parts;
(a) successive copying of a graphical diagram part by part (drawing a line in
the same way as the teacher); (b) copying an entire modellthe dia.grams`may

all be the same, but now the child is asked to copy a finished model); (c) draw-

ing the mirror images of parts consisting of two or three sections; (3) con-

struction (a) from paper (small boat, glass, Purse, cap, shirt); (b) creating an
image of an object from elements (jigsaw picture cards and collapsible
blocks); (c), using different types of children's erector sets Nonstrulctort The
activities may involve graphical diagrams or cut-outs and the material may
be put together by means of sticks, matches, strips of material, etc:.'Pasks

may be made more cornpliCated through a gradual increase-in the number of
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elements in the diagram or by specifying more complicated relative posi-
tions. The child should know how to copy a model part by _part and as a
whole; (4) construction of letters from elementary elements preceded by an
analysis of the letters: (a) printed letters and elements of printed letters; (b)
handwritten letters; (c) recognizing a letter by means of elements, whether
upside-down or crossed-out. From these elements, it is possible to create any
printed letter of the alphabet, though there must be a sufficient number.of
each element provided.

VU. Development of motor praxis: (1) successive simulation of move-
ments element by element: (a) in games; (b) orienting exercises; (c) exercises
using diagrams that depict different human motione;,(2)integral copying of a
motor complex in which a group of movements suggested by the teacher is
undertaken by the student as a whole, rather than iglement by element; (a)
playing games such as Simon Says, Signalman, Monkey. See- Monkey Do; (b)
imitative motions ("How does a bird fly, a train travel; .or a fox steal; how may
Soup be salted, how does one thread a needle?" eth.).

1
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Figure 12. Recognizing letters and elements of letters: (a) recognizing &letter from its
elements; (b) calling out the names-of crossed-out letters; (c) recognizing letter written
upside-down; (d) identifying a letter from its mirror image.

These activities are designed to help the child undertake arbitrary move-
ments on command and iritemitation of a grown-up.

7bpic: Development of Temporal Imagination.
Content, Formsi, and Goals of Remedial Activities

I. Improvcid understanding-awl-expansion of the child's range of im-
agery dealing with 'the seasons of the- year. A. Understanding sequences in
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the succession of the seasons of the year. B. Attributes of the seasons of the
year, together with an explanation of the cause-and-effect relationships be-
tween events in nature ("Why does it snow?" "Why is there frost?" "Why isn't
the sun very warm in winter?" "Why do birds fly?" etc.). (1) making observa-
tions On seasonal changes in nature in the course of excursions; (2) the course
of time (succession of the seasons of the year); (3) exercises with the class cal-
endar (natural events and people's jobs in different seasons); (4) observations
on changes in nature: (a) comparisOn and correlation between trees and
bushes, mantle of the earth, air temperature, position of the sun above the
horizon and length of daylight, etc.; (b) comparison and correlation of a pic-
ture from the life of animals and people's jobs in connection with changes in
nature; (5) tales, poetry, riddles, songs, and proverbs about the seasons of the
year; (6) seasons of the year in literary works; (7) seasons of the year in music
(Tchaikovsky). These activities help the child acquire the ability to (a) create
his Own weather calendar (under the teacher's guidance); (b) create a class-,
roompicture calendar of 'nature.

II. Improve'andKenlarge the child's imagery dealing with the times of
the day (nnorning;.cLaYtiMey evening, night; their attributes and sequence). (1)
course of time with, res*t to school routine; (2) riddles-about different times
of the day, prsiVerV, Sayings; (3). explanations of the concepts -a "today,"
"tomorrow," "Stst,erday, "early," and "late" on the basis of the child's life ex.:
perience, makinsdse of the chara.cOristi,C:attributes of the differenttimeS of
the day; (4) explanation of tlie't-onceptis .4 ``breakfast to eat breakfast,"
"dinner to eat dinner," and "suppei to ha". suppernin relation to the dif-
ferent times of the day. The child should (a) be able to give the designations
for the different times of the day in sequence; (b) know the basic attributes of
the different times of the day in relation to the school day and people's occu-
pational activity; (c) be able to make conscious use of the concepts of "today,"
"tomorrow," "yesterday," "early," and late" in his speech.

III. Notions such as the "hour" and "half-hour." Course of time in light of
the routine of life in the school and in people's occupational activity.

IV. Notions about the days of the week. Exercises using the weather
calendar for each day of the week. A major expansion of the child's vocabu-
lary results; the chid can now name the days of the week in order.

V. Concepts of ii?rte derived from the child's life experience (hour, day,
one year ago, two years ago; in a year, in two years). (1) telling time by means
of clocks; (2) conversations designed to exhibit and improve the child% under-
standing of different periods of time. The child should know how to (a) tell
time on the whole hour by reading the face of a clock (so as to decide on the;
time for routine events); (b)'relate events and facts from his own current ex-
periences to his past and future (over a one- or two-year period).
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ThPie: Development of Sk49,4 Certer4izt4iOn, Differentiation, and
Comparision ; I ,S,

Content, Forms, and GOalS
1
Of Remedial Exerci§es

Classification (in terms of generic and visible,attributes) within such top-
ics as "school things," "ganies":(sp;orts; such: as football, basketball, hockey,
tennis, volleyball, and Russian version of skittles, and seasonal games, such
as winter sports, summer games); "vegetables". and "fruit." Different kinds of
group and individual activities wing:picture 'cards and charts depicting ma-
terial dealing with these topics. Educational` games, toys, and objects placed
near the children are ext4nsivety

I. Identifying an object froth among a group of similar objects: (1) exer-
cises using charts and edeCational material (2) educational games such as
"What don't we need?" "The odd third;" 'The child has lost his way, ". etc.;
(3) exercises using word, cards`: (such. as cards for vegetables, e.g., carrots,
beets, and onions; cardS for tools, hammer, axe, and saw).

II. Identifications'andtlassification of objects that have been taken from
a group of similar objectsinterint of generic and visible attributes: (1) "clear
up the confusion", gani0 -(2)%ireyrking.,%vith a "patchwork quilt" [nabornoe
polotno] for exercises:in ClassifiCatiOn, for example, using a set of thematic
picture cards or'Set of Word cards Dive reading skillS have been mastered.

III. Direet generalizal iion:; "A WaSp. Now what is that? Anapple, a pear-
- wliat are:the§e?",".Ahainiher,a.Xes,:saw =give me (generalize in) one word
that describeSall theieObjeCts."'"Pive ine the names of different Vegetables,

lurnitere,"et-C.:(ijiexei!ci§e§. using: a Patchwork (wilt for.cfassificaion; (2)0
competitive games,,e.g: ta)'"whichgroup is laigli",(students in one row call.
.Outthe names of Clothiz10,;and tf6sein another row the names offillit,
kid 'die row whoge list of objects is larger wins); (b) Who is fast&Y" (in this
game, one row of students asked to gather udishes," mother art -ribrffurni-
tere,"- and so, on on command the students place Cards, pictures 'or,

irdS 'from some generic grOup`from the patchwork a*"
aft'er, the other; the row of stndents that completes the

G./.10kaliza.ti,:qi. thrOOgh. contradiction ("scarf clothing,,,overshoes,

Y. ,ConipariSoai.and,matChing of objects in terms Of similarity.and
ferences (drills; involVing the concepts of "same differeri*,"siMilarit
;--.difference," "COMpare," "match up," "draw a conclusion"): (1) exercises uS-
ing a set Of two or three pictUre cards on the same topic that differ in ferns:.
'of minor' details (the ::child Might be asked,, "oOmpare these'picture cards:
How are they:Similar; anc how are they different ?"); (2) cornparisOn, of geO-::,
metric figures in terms of such attributes as shape, size, and color; (3)oarnPa-
rison of attributeS of the different periods of the year (nature).
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7bpic: Development of Oral Speech
Content, Forms, and Goals of Remedial Exeicises

I. Improvement and expansion of the student's vocabulary in areas
covered by topics in the corrective program. The types of activities are indi-

cated in the preceding topics of the program. The student should be able to
create a sentence -from disconnected words.

II. Development of the ability to determine the logical sequence of
events and logical connections from picture cards and written text, given
some motivating principle (e.g., "Why are the picture cards arranged in this
way?"). Text exercises continue in the second half of the year. Fromthese ex-
ercises, the students should gain the ability to (a) arrange three or four the-
matic cards in a logical sequence; (b) determine logical relations in a text con-
sisting of three or four sentences; (c) work with disconnected strings of words.

III. Creating stories from pictUres arranged in a logical sequence. Cre-
ating stories from a series of thematic picture cards.

IV. Expressing .thoughts by means of grammatically well-formed
sentences.

A. UnderStandingthe logicat relation between words in a sentence:
(1) exercises using contAxtual .pictule ;cards; (2) creating a story from three
or four grammatically well-formed sentences based on the results of obser-
vations on excursions, walks, and games. The student should be able to re:
spond (in grarnmatically well-formed sentences) to such ',questions as
"What?" "Who is this?" "What should we do?" "What happened?" "What is
that?" "Where?" "Where are you going?" "'lb whom?" etc.

. B. Understanding and practical mastery of inflectional relations* in
the use of prepositions (ontO, under, by, behind, from, towards, with, etc.). (1)
direct execution of actions sped* by means ofccommands thatuse Preposi-
tions ("Put it on...," :.4Walk towards::.," "Go away from...," "Go from
behind... ," "Drop downfroni:.. ," etc.); (2) verbal description of completed ac-
tions; (3) exercises using contextual picture cards. The student should learn
how to (a) create a simple sentence from a picture card; (b) set forth his
thoughts in a logically correct and properly ordered manner; (c) use case end-
ings correctly. *

C. Understanding, and practical mastery of verbal aspects,*
inanimate and animate categories, singular and plural forms: (1) carrying
out actions, followed by verbal expressions using perfective and imperfective
verbs. * Example: "Kolya, draw a doll house On the blackboard."

-What is Kolya. doing?
-Kolya is drawing.
-What did Kolya do?
-Kolya drew a doll house and then sat down at his seat.

*Here and below, grammatical caterogies,peculiar to the Russian language (Trans.).



(2) contextual picture cards. Example: "The little boy goes to the door. He
opened the door." (3) asking questions ("Who is this?" "What is this?") of the
&id regarding animate and inanimate objects and thematic picture cards
depicting them; (4) execution of concrete actions related to the use of the
singular and plural categories, and verbal expression of these actions.
Example: "[name], take the building block " "Children, take the building
blocks," "[name], take the red pencil" "Children, take the red pencils." (5) use
of singular and plural categories in speech; :in exercises involving thematic
and contextual picture cards. The studen0iiiild be able to; correctly use the
names of objects, their attributes, and the various actions possiblewitlithern
in the singular and plural.

V. Understanding the meaning of the simplest syllogisms; working
with such syllogisms elephants have a trunk. 'Ibuimy is an elephant.
Consequently:.." As a result, the student gains an lifiderstanding of syllo-

,,gisits'.
"-VI. Understanding sentences with figurative meanings. Analysis of

phrases such as "golden hands," "iron hands,"
VII. Understanding of proverbs..Analysis of-such proverbs as "Don't

count your chickens before they're hatched" [lit.: "COUnt your chickens in the
Fall." Trans.]. The student should be able to 4ply, the meaning. of welt,.
known Rtissian proverbs to events in his daily life ape" ordinary experiences.

Selecting proper. epithets'fer partieurar:Objetti-and events,
for example, "tree," ."sun," "nigh-1,7:."Ninter,"' Ultimately, the student
should be able to select epithets -Air words drawn froni:thel*ricillurn.

IX. Creative activities: (1) creatipg short oral presentations focused on
particular kpy words, for example, lrost, eggs, hunter, shot; rescuing, ran
away"; (2) creating an oral presentation on assigned topics, suchas "winter,"
"summer," "spring," "fall," "school," "animals." Th*se activities shoOld lead to
the formation of expressive and receptiVe vocabulary; the student.§:Shotikl be
abl4 to create presentations' focused on key wordsor assigned topi041,1r.
ognizing a familiar text from some part of it The text should be 5-8iiRe4.16.0g.
and be taken from the middle of a wellIknown literary workso thailiOhild
Will be able to determine the nattu:e of the work (ie:; whether a story or tale),
and then continue it After reading the section the child should be able to
gise the name of the story or well-known.Work:,

7bpie: Development of- Phonemic DiscriMinitiorn .and Analysts.
Content, Forms, and Goals of Remedial Activities.:

I. Development of phonemic discrimination: Identification and differ-
entiation of auditory parallels by car, e.g., vowelS and consonants, groove
and flat sibilants, voiced and unvoiced consonants, hard and soft consonants,
sonorants "r," "m5' "n") and affricates ( "ch""ts" ash"). Games invOlv-
ing exercises in onomatopoeia, e.g., puzyr' [bubble] (z z), guei [geese] (s s),
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zhuk [beetle] (zh zh), etc. The student should be taught how to mimic the
corresponding sounds. Emphasis is placed on teaching the student how k
produce sounds through the use of games, such as (1) games designed to de
velop.phonemic discrimination:

(a) "What hisses and what whistles ?" (using material from the thematic
picture cards); r

-(b) `The sounds have been lost" (lines of poetry taken from Grammatiew
bivertisements [Zanimatenoi grammatik];

(c) Oral "relay race" (the aim being to complete some word).
The students gain the abffity to-(a) distinguish, by ear, contrasting pho

nemes (groove and flat sibilants, voiced and.unvoiced consonants, hard and
soft-consonants, soriorants), and can discriminate and identify a designated
sound in a word; (b) distinguish between consonantal and vowel sounds in
word by means Of the inethOd of sound formation and pronunciation. Thus
the main distinguishing featar e for differentiating betWeen vowels and con
sonants is in pronunciation; that is, in pronouncing a vowel sound; air is al
lowed to freely pass through the oral cavity, whereas in pronouncing conso
nantal sounds the air encounters an' bStruction in the oral cavity, either:di(
tongue, lips, or teeth; (2) exercises using the book, Alphabet in Picture;
[Azbuka v kartinkakh] (a picture is selected for a designated sotind,,for exam
ple,."s""swrnica" [bag], "k""kifiga"Ibook], etc.); (3) creating words contain
ing a:designated sound using' letters from a set of alphabet blocks.

II. Development of phonemic analysis: A. Division of a sentence into
words. B. Syllabic and acoustic analysis of a word, in which the fatt stag
comprises a division of the word into syllables, and the second stage at
acoustic analysis of the word. The concept of a syllable is developed in the
course of dividing words into syllables. (1) creating a sentence from ke:
words and from picture cards; (2) determining the number of wordS in a sen
tence by ear; (3) determining the number of syllables in two- and three-sylla
ble words; (4) determining the number of sounds in a syllable. Acoustic am
literal analysis is conducted using words with the same number of letters am
sounds.

The student should be taught how to (a) write a sentence diagrammat
c.ally, by means of which the number ofwroAtds is determined; (b) write out
word in a diagram that shows the numbs f syllables; (c) write out a wordi
a diagrani in which the division of the word, into syllables proceeds in term
of the number of vowels in the word; here, the syllable is perceived as a con
bination of a single vowel and one or more consonants.

.
III. Teaching the proper articulation of designated sounds: (1) demor

stration accompanied by explanation of the proper articulation of a des4
nated sound. Exercises involving diagrams; full-scale models, and mirror:
(2) drills and mechanical training in pronunciation of words, syllables; sex
tences, connected text (texts for the exercises maybe taken from speec
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therapy manuals). The students should be able to locate a given vowel -in a
word.

IV. Determining the number of words in a sentence, number of sylla-
tiles in a word, and the number of letters and sounds in a word and in a s
ble. Writing out sentences, words, and syllables (material is given
and orally). The student should be able to write out a sentence di
cally, with the number of dashes corresponding to the number of words:

--clren who did- not have preparatory training should be given kindergartw
level instructional material on this topic.

V. Identification and differentiation 'of acoustic parallels' ( t-r6ove aid ;t
flat sibilants, voiced and unvoiced consonants, hard and soft consonants

14,,

norants, affricates): (1) identifying contrasting 'phonemes by ear; (2) inven
ing words containing designated phonemes; (3) picking out words containing
designated phonemeS from text. As a result of these exercises,, the child
should be able to (a) clearly distinguish by earbetween words containing co
trasting sounds;(b) correctly write out words in a letter. 'leaching should
begin with a repetition of material from kindergarten,

VI.. Identification of the, accented syllables in two-, three-, awl foUr-syl-
table words:: Training exercises designed to teach the child how to identify
The accented syllables b:y ear or visually (words for the exercises should be ta,
ken froni texts on familiar sukijects tor texts for which -.the teacher proVides a
preliminary explanation). The student should be able to identify the accented
syllable in two-, three, and four-Syllabfelmords.

VII: Improving the intonation of a Sentence. Reading special texts out
loud with correct intination. During this time, the child develops the abaft*:
to demonstrate the erence between narrative, interrogative, and exclam-
atory sentences in writing and speech.

Program for First Grade
Thpic: Visual Perception of Shape
Content, Forms, and Goals of Remedial Activities:

I. Selecting shill' ar figures in terms of the attributes of size, shape, and
thickness. An appropriate set of geometric figures could include angular fig-
ures such as triangles, different types of quadrangles, pentagons, and hexa-
gons, and round figures such as ovals and circles. Figures that are similar in
shape may be different in size; in addition, with each plane figure we 'May as-
Sociate some solid figure. From this'set, the student should be able to select a
geometric figure, that is similar to a given figure in terms of thickness, size
and shape. He should also be taught to distinguish in terms of shape figures
that differ in terms of one or two Other attributes (color or size).

II. Extracting by sight different triangles from an irregular polygon.
(1) comparing quadrangles and rectangles, a rectangle being understood as a
special type of quadrangle; (2) comparing rectangles and squares, a square

RA'
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being understood as a special type of rectangle; 3) comparing triangles and
quadrangles (rectangles). A first grader should be sable to select a figure cor-
responding to a given figure in terms of two attributes (shape and size or
thickness and shape).,:

III. Constructing round and angular figures. (1) constructing different
types .of quadrangles, pentagons, and hexagons froin colored strips and
natches; (2) creating different ovals, circles, quadrangles, pentagons, and
hexagons in the form of cut-outs.The student must be given clear idea of
the various features of these geometric figures and be helpe to develop the
ability to explicitly differentiate between them.

7bpic: Development of. Spatial Imagination and Orientation,
Content, Forms, and Goali of Remedial Activities:

I. Determining the relative position of elements of objects and parts of
animal bodies, for example, the wheels of an automobile, the legs of cats, etc:
depicting obiectsand animals on a magnetized board elements
(man, housership, duck).

II. Synthesizing a whole from four to six parts: (1) creating cut-outs of
objects anckanimals using different elenients; (2) creating a whole from 4-
saw picturetcarte\s or building blocks.

III. Verbal scriPtions of different directions of travel (straight ahead,
to th0 left, to the right, upward,, downward): (1) developing imagery about
paths betwven 'different areas in the school (path from the classroom to the
therapy offies and so on), and producing verbal descriptions of the path; (2)

veloping imagery &bout paths.taken on special strolls and excursions and
oducing verbal description of the paths. As a result of these activities, the

student forms the ability to synthesize a whole from four to six parts and de-
velops the ability to create the simplest schematic 'drawings and produce
verbal descriptions of the layout of the school buildings and different paths.

IV. Development of constructional praxis. (1) dire& copying of a com-
plete model consisting of six to eight elements; (2) creating a mirror image of
a modql consisting of four to six elements; (3) reproducing from memory a
given figure consisting of four or five elements. The child gains the ability to
make direct 'Copies and mirror images of abstract figures element by
element.

V. Development of memory of spatial relations: playing such games as
"What has changed?" (involving four to six objects). From these exercises,
the student develops the ability to remember the relative position of objects
ih space.

Thpic: Development of Temporal Imagination
Content, Forms, and. Goals of. Remedial Activities

I. Telling time by reading the face of a clock (hour, half-hour, quarter-



hour):Playing such games as "Twelve Months." The student should be able to
correctly determine the hour, half-hour, and quarter -hour by reading the face
of a clock.

`Improying the, student's irrtagery about the succession ancLattributes A

of the months, and grouping months into seasons. Exercises using the "time
tape.." The first grader should be taught how to correctly relate a series of
events in society at large to occurrences' in his own life and the lives of his
parents. .

III. Determining the sequence of events on the basis of the student's
personal experiences (three to fotir years ago, five years ago, in three to four

. years, in five years, in' ten years (1) playing such games as "Twelve
Months"; (2) exercises using illustrations. The names of the months of the
year now occur in the student's vocabularvand the student gains the ability .

to suc cessively enumerate the months arid to group them into the seasons of
the year. .'44

Thpic:Developm:ent.- of Oral Speech
'C ontent, Forms, and Goals of Remedial Activities

I. Exercises designed to develop the child's receptive and expressive vo-
-, cabulary, concentrating on words denOting spatial and temporal imagery: (1)

words that define spatial imagery, such. "in," "on," "behind," "under," "by,"
`between," Ifigher lower," "farther hearer,". "wider narrower,"

%horter:Ionger," "on the right on the left": 'forward backward"; (2)
words denoting temporal imagery, such as "earlier later," "then,"
"yesterday today tomorrow." (It is recommmended that the student's
mastery of receptive and expressive vocabulary be rigorously restricted toy
the instructibnal materials) The student should be able to use those terms
that define spatial and temporal imagery.

'II. Determining a sequence of events by spreading out a series of
picture cards, creating stories from the subject matter presented in four to
six cards, The student should be Ought to properly create stories from series
Of picture cards.

III. ,Determining logical. relations in a passage. A distorted passage
consisting of five or six .sentences, is presented to the student. The student
.should be able to create a connected story frouf a distorted passage consist.
ing oftheSe sentences.

..Identifying logical relaticins in a passage after listening;t,o it being
read out loud. The student readS through Or reeOimiS a passage consisting of
seven Or eight sentences, and is then asked to analOethe passage in terms of
logical relations and recount it. The student shouldilearn hovi to recall by ear ;
and analyze a passage consNting of seven or eigh ntence z. .

4,4-,
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Topic: .Development of Skills of Generalization, Differentiation, and
Comparison
Content, Forms, and Goals of Remedial Acitivities

Classifying objects in terms of generic and visible attributes on such
topics as , `Things," "Plants" (house plants, garden plants, field plants),
"Animals" (domestic, wild), "People," "Seasons of the Year," "Family." (1) iden-
tifying an object from among a group of similar. objects; (2) grouping to-
gether the names of different types of objects in terms.of generic and visible
attributes and selecting generalized words for these groups; (3) direct gener-
alization, e.g., "Winter now what is tlfat?" "Winter, spring, summer, fall
draw a 'generalization by 'referring all the seasolis'With a single word";,
(4) analysis and synthesis through comparison "of two objects or events. The
student should be able to (a) find out wtiat is common to two objects or events
and in what ways they differ (airplane bird, whale submarine, spring
fall); (b) establish, by comparing two objects or events, what they share in
common and how they differ from each other.

Program for the Second Grade

Typie: Visual Perception of Shape
Content, Forms, and Goals of Remedial Activities

I. Comparison of geometric figures (a) in terms of the attribute of size;
(b) in terms of the attribute of bulk: A collection of figures with different geo-
metric shapes is presented. Figures of the same shape are distinguished in
terms of size. Figures of the same shape, but differing in size, are con-
structed in plane and solid versions. (The geometric figures presented should
be taken from the instructional material.) The student should be able to se-
lect a figure with a designated shape, but of arbitrary size and volume. He
should be able to explain what attribtites were used in selecting the figures.

II. Extracting figures with a designated geometric shape (a) from a
group of geometric figures; (b) from different geometric figures superim-
posed one upon the other: (1) the student is given a drawing that depicts vari-
ous geometric figures; he should be able to pick out a designated geometric
figure from the drawing; (2) drawings are presented in which geometric fig-
ures are partially superimposed. (The geometric figures given should be ta-
ken from the instructional material.) In this period, the second graders all ex-

bit the ability to determine a designated figure orally or from a given model.
III. Construction of different geometric figures: Exercises using an

erector Set by means of which different geometric figures are constructed.
Creation of cut-outs from geometric figures and extraction of different geo-
metric figures from the resulting cut-outs.



7frpic: Development of Spatial Imagination
Content, Forms, and Goals Of Remedial Activities

Exercises involving constructional praxis:
I. Mirror- image trials. Creating mirror-images of isolated elements. To-

gether with his teacher, the student creates a figure from construction ele-
ments (rods, strips, building bIocks1 matches), but places each element in its
correspondingly mirror position.. He creates a mirror image of an entire fig-
ure which has been presented to him. (The geometriciftures are selected
from instructional material on mathematics.)'A second grader should be able
to create a mirror image of designated designs.

II. Tracing trial. Copying a designated fikure consisting of four oi,`five
elements from memory. The student shouldbe taught how .copy a plane
design of four or five elements from memory.

III. Constructing a figure ip.t the teacher's direction. The teacher indi-
cates the nwifber and orientation of the elements, and the student is then
asked to complete the corresponding construction. The shodent should be
able to complete a graphical construction on a verbal command.

N. Creating constructions from geometric figures using a proposed
model. A desired construction is put together in the form of cut -outs s rig
with different geometric shapes. Analogous activities are conduoted *th

binding materials. (The geometric figures aniii constructions should be
fronrinstructional material on mathematics.) At this time, the child .

gains the ability to construct a designated plane,construetion usinneo-
metric figures, for example, a decorative Rttern consisting of geometric
figures. ' fo
7bpie: Development of Temporal Imagination
Content, Forms, and Goals of Remedial Activities

within minutesth clocks to 1 to and
I. Work with clocks (learn t

how to tell time
a an

how
the minute and second hands).

Practice exercises wi
seconds. The student should be able to tell time by means of a clock to within
minutes and seconds.

II. A century represents 100 years. The concept of the nuniber of years
in a century" and 100-year period's presented.

III. Determining the sequence of historical events in the life of the.
Soviet Union (Russia4 Revolution, World War II, flights of the cosmonaut).
Exercises involving picture cards and bookaron historical themes and guided
excursions. At this stage the child's knowledge of the sequence of historical
events in the life of the Soviet Union is developed.

N. Determining the sequence of holidays in the calendar (November 7,
March 8, New Year's Day, May 1). Creating a time tape based on the holidays
in the calendar. All the second graders sho4d know the sequence of holidays
from the calendar and be able to correlate any day in the year with its seasons.



Development of Orat Speech
tontent; Forms, and Goals of Remedial Activities

I. Enrichment and development of vocabulary related to human emo-
tional statesAnd natural phenomena (for example, "enjoyment," "sadness,"
"night is falling," "illivn is breaking," "it is raining," "it is cloudy," etc.): (1)
observing the diffeNtAt emotional states of man and natural phenomena; (2)

111 crealbig a weather calendar; (3) analyzing passages in which words occur
re denote human motional states and natural phenomena. The student

shc3fild be able to (a) gixd the cogect names of the different emotional states
of mar?) observe natural phenomena and describe the different states re-
lated to thewohenomena, for example, "frivolously," "gloomy," "foggy"
"!drizzling," cp

II. Develop'Ynent of receptive and apressive vocabulary dealing with
the topic of eans of Communication and Transportation:" (1) guided excur-
sion_zs (2) lessons/0 teach the student how to analyze into constituent parts
the aifferent means of conurfunication and forms of transportation. In these
les.sons the children gain vocabulary related to these topics.

III. Exercises concentrating on the multiple meanings of words, ex-
pressed through synonyms, anonyms and antonyms: (1) practice exercises to
tea.ch the student,how.to select a synonym and antonym to a designated
word; (2) build-up of vocabulary. By means of these lessons, the student
should gain the ability to select synonyms and antonyms to a designated
word and to learn how to use them in oral speech and written composition.

W: Exercises involving. figurative expressions, analogies, aid metal
.phors (simple examples): (1) identifying figurative expressions, analogies,
and metaphors when reading different 'passages; (2) identifying figurative
expressions, analogies, and metaphoPs in passkes tlifat the student has
heard; (3) prepang oral reports and written compositions consisting of six
or seven septencesoinjvhich meltphors and analogies are employed. As a re-
sult of these activities, the student should be able to identify figuratiye ex-
pressions, analogies, ti-K1 metaphors in passages he has either read or heard,
and& ably to exlain the attrilAutes according to which he made these identi-

a. He should algo he able to create stories, making proper use of met-
vhers and anfilogiesnt is recommended that a glossary of words dealing
with-these tospics'te created.

V. Exercises desigied to teach the-child how to distinguish between dif-
ferent styles: (4) creating prose passages and poetry Here note that in
poems the endings of the linttmust pir in harmony in terms of rhythin and
rhyme; (2)omparing prole passa.gedand poetry by ear and by sight. The dis-
tinctive features of fairy'ries are noted, with emphasis placed on elements
of fantastical language found there; unlike the case of stories; (3) comparing
fables (characters, moral, allegory) and poetry. The stillent should (a) be able
to distinguish proseend poeAtti, genres by etr and by sight; (lip know how to



differentiate poetry anPfables, fairy tales and stories in terms of content; (c)
know and ,be able to cite elements that are characteristic of stories, fairy
tales, and fables.

Program for the Third Grade
7bpic: Visual Perception of Shape
Content, Forms, and Goals of Remedial Activities

I. Constructing different types of angles, quadrangles, pentagons, and
hexagons. Constructing different types of quadrangles (square, rectangle,
parallelogram) and anglps (right, acute, and obtuse) by means of ruler and
compass. The student should be able to Construct different types of quad-
rangles and angles by means of ruler and compass.

II.. Differentiating between plane and solid figures (square and cube,
rectangle, parallelogram, and the corresponding parallelepipeds): (1) exer-
cises involving the comparison of plane and solid figures (performing com-
parative analysis); (2) creating squares, Cubes, rectangles, and parallele-
pipeds from plasticine and paper. At this stage the child should be able to cre-
ate models of these geometric figures from plasticine and paper and to con-
duct analyses of the figures based on analogies and differences between them.

III. Division of a whole into parts: (1) creating models of circles,
sqUares, rectangles, and isosceles triangles from paper, and then dividing
the figure obtained into two, four, or eight parts; (2) cutting up a given figure
into two or four parts and then, by combining the parts obtained, proving
that they are equal. The stucignt should be able to divide a circle, square, or
rectangle into two or four equal parts.

IV. Recognizing figures from their bounderies: Determining parts of
land masses and seas in the Soviet Union from their boundaries by drawing
the corresponding boundaries on paper and then cutting them out fiom ply-
wood. The student should learn to Pecognize parts of land masses (Africa,
Australia, Asia, Eurdpe, Anierica, Antarctica), and MSS in the Soviet Ulon
(Black, 'Baltic, Caspian) from their boundaries.

7bpic: Spatial Imagination
Content, Forms and Goals of Remedial Activities

I. Drawing different layouts and diagrams of paths: (1) sketching the
layout of a classroom, lunchroom, and dormitory and creating the layouts in
the form of cut-outs; (2). sketching a path from the classroom to the lunch-
room, or nurse's office, or path fOr taking a walk, and then constructing the
path in the form of cut-outs. The child should gain the ability to draw the lay-
out of a classroom, lunchroom, or dormitory and a path between. rooms in

4the school or a path for taking a walk.
IL Dm the borders of a land moss, geographic points, seas, moun-

tains, rivers, indicating their relative positions on a blank sheet of



paper: Entering the directions north, south, east, and west on a blanAsheet
of paper, and correctly relating the geographic positions of (a) citienn the.
Soviet Union ( Moscow Leningrad, Vladivostok Murmansk, etc.); (b) seas
(Black Baltic); (c) mountains (Urals - Caucasus); (d) rivers, and so on. The
student should be able to indicate the compass directions on a blank sheet of
paper, and describe the geographical relations betweenMoscow, Leningrad,
the Far East, Black Sea, the Caucasus, and Ural Mountains.

III. Familiarizing the student, with the flow directions of the major
rivers of the Soviet Union: The student is asked to Indicate on a map a num-
ber of rivers in the Soviet Union and to draw them on a sheet of paper, indi-
cating their flow directions and correct relationships. The child's ability to
schematically draw the gi or rivers of the Soviet Union and their flow
directions on paper is s II I

IV. Demonstratin e four hemispheres of the earth and land masses
and their relative locati s The student is asked to schematically sketch on
paper the different he ispheres and land masses and create cut-outs of
them. He is also asked to indicate the-relative po'sition of the different geo-
graphic entities and, and finally, construct a plasticine model of the hemi-
spheres and land masses. The student should be able to arrange the
northern, southern, eastern, and western hemispheres in their correct
relative positions.

Topic; Temporal Imagination
Content, Forms and Goals of Remedial Activities

Determining temporal sequences in the course of reading essays from
the textbook on such topics as: (1) "From thi.History of Our Land"; (2) "The
Russian Revolution"; (3) "Life and Daily Activities in a Nation of Councils";
(4) "Heroes of World War II"; (5) "Life and Labor of the Soviet People After
`the War." The student is familiarized with these events and with the history,
of the government of the Soviet Union. He is asked to relate stories about fa-
mous people from different times in the history of the Soviet Union and to re-
call events that occurred during these years. The student is also asked to re-
late the periods of time he has studied and the history of his own family (for
example, noting that "at that time my grandfather was at the front, and my
mother was a little girl," etc.).

The student should be able to (a) determine temporal sequences in ,the
course of reading essays on the history of Russia and the Soviet Union; (b) re-
late stages in the development of the Soviet Union with events in his own fa-
mily and in the lives of his relatives.

Topic: Teniporal Imcce ination
Content, Forms and Goals of Remedial Activities

I. Analyzing the contents of passages after having read them and de-
.1



termining their central themes: Analyzing an essay or story. The student is
taught how to correctly, divide essays and stories into parts, frame a question
for each part, and identify its central theme. He should learn how to analyze
passages after having read theQf identify their central themes, and be able
to briefly recount what he has read.

II. Creative activities: Constructing an oral report on a given topic, for
example, describing something seen ortheard. The student should be able to
create a story dealing with 'a given topic.

III. Working with vocabulary related to material on nature study and
history. Studying the semantics of words related to material on nature study
(coordinates, compass directions, the continents, etc.) and history During
this time, the student's knowledge of semantic import and terminology deal-
ing with mathematics and nature study is formed.

Methods of Overcoming Defects in Pronunciation
eoFrom an analysis of defects in pronunciation, it became clear that in

95% of the children these disturbances could be attributed to dysarthric dis-
orders of varying severity.

Individualized speech therapy techniques tailored to the different forms
of dysarthria are needed to assess theeffectiveness of rehabilitative work. To
achieve such an assessment, we undertook a differential analysis of the
symptomatology of hyperkinetic and spasmodic dysarthria and determined
criteria that characterize the degree of severity of thes4 forms: Observations
were conducted on 150 children. In the speech therapy study; we developed a
special technique by means of which it was possible to determine the state of
the articulatory system when at rest, when attemptin to s And in the
course of the speech act. A neurological examination w ducted accord-
ing to generally accepted techniques with emphasis on etic and arti-
culatory musculature. Electromagnetic studiesmwere conduc by means of
a two-channel electromyograph connected to skin elec.5rode (0.5 x 0.5 cm)
fastened over the motor points of the speech muscles. The studies were
also eanduc at the start of the speech act and during the h act.

In each form of dysarthria, we identified three levels of disability: mild,
intermediate, and severe. In the mild form of spasmodic dysarthria, expres-
sive speech is distinct, with only isolatedsounds pronounced unclearly. There
are slight difficulties observed when the child "engages" [pereklyuchenie] the
articulatory system fuld isolated spasmodic manifestations in different parts
of the speech-impellent system are seen:

In children with the intermediate form or spasmodic dysarthria, pronun-
ciation of a third of all speech sounds I diStorted.in expressive speech. Even
in isolation, these sounds conn6t be glioncnmceld correctly. Spasmodic behav-
ior is observed in all parts of the artitigatory system and in the mimetic
muscles.
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In the severe form of the disease, expressive -speech is indistinct and
consists of isolated words rather than complete sentences. Pronunciation of
most sour ids isclistorkd. Synkineses'in,the mimetic muscles are observed in
the course of the act, and spasmodic behavior is enhanced in the
muscles of the lim, . Heightened spasmOdiC behavior is noted in all parts of
the articulatory stem. , '' . . : . :

Hyperldnetic eleinentg are observed in the soft palate and tip. of the
tongue in patients suffering from the mild hyperkinetic form of dSrsa.rthria.
The child fur* it somewhat difficult to "engage. his articulatory system:sin
these patients, speech is distinct, though unelear Pronunciation of.individual
sounds is observed in the speech flow; in isolation, though, these sounds are. ''' .

.

pronounced properly. , 3

In the -intermediateform, there are more hyperkineses, and the hyper- ,,

kineses are produced in all ports of the articulatory system qiircl the facial
muscles. The speec$ flow of these patients exhibits distorted pronunciation.
of roughly one-third °tall sounds. It is this factor which makes their Speech
difficult to understand. . . .. . . .. ip

The intensity of the hyperkineses is sharply increased in patients, with%
the severe forrn of hyperkinetic dysarthria. Speech is: indistinct; 'and nearly;
all sounds are distorted. 'Hyperkineses of the mimetic muscles as,well as the
muscles of the limbs and the trunk are produced when the patient attempti
to speak. i

The mixed form of dysarthria is characterized-by 'a chisterof abnormal-
ities in expressive speeCh and the articulatory system.-typical Of the corres- 4

ponding levels of disability in the spasmodic and hyperkinetic forms. Spas7
modic dysarthria was diagnosed in 64 of the patients', hyperkinetic dys-
arthria in 37, and the mixed &nisi in 49-,. Severe dysarthria predo ted in
all three.forms. vi-

Clinical observations of 'patients with spasrriodic d
.

by a speech therapist demonstrated an abnormal tension in the
hh

system, vocal cords, soft palate,,tOniue, lips, and facial mdsc
in the state of rest betweenspeech acts. In the course of a n
mination of these children,- the presence of hypomirnesisi m
tension and hyperrefle)da of the limbs; and acutely pronoun
reflexes was noted. A Might increase 4:tension and sy'nkine
tic muscles could be observed in the Child as he attempted
child's speech has a naPal twang, a feature which points to sp
for of the soft palate. Respiration i,s/risnally shaVi ow, weak,
and is accoMpaniedbyksYnkineses in the chest and abdominal o
times involving the limbs as well. The patieilt's voice is hypoplioniq;

.,, twang decreases somewhat in' the course of the s's_lr act, the vorcerlecom-
ing more Sonorous; andthesynkineses decrease. TNi* resultsxm ay* attri-
buted to a gradueWtfie tenSiorof the correspond* parts krthe arti-

.,.../ el 7: 1. .I. t' .. *
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culatory system. However, we did not observe significant changes ill.
ture of expressive speech in the course of the speech act, and so may
that muscular tension drops only slightly. These clinical obserVatil,i)
confirmed by electrophysiological observations and data taken frbfn tr.
graphic respiratory: reading. The transition from rest to the speech, r. ent .;

act is not accompanied by a lengthy latent period, and an increas% 'Sion;.

though not a marked one, is observed. From an analysis o fib- ..,
myograms, it is Clear thatin the state of rest there is virtually c

. potentials in the Muscles we studied, the conduct reaction is slig
speech act, and the structure of the electromyogram unimpair 'acing

,

excitations is relatively low and no asynchronism is noted at me,

e.

WV!"
fl

II

:
I.

'.0 .
o. "O

.,.

grams of speech breadling of the normal chi
(b), and patient with spasmodic dysarthria (c



An entirely different pattern is seen in the case of hyperkinetic
dys'arthria. Confused, involuntary movements in the mimetic muscles and
tongue that often extend to the limbs are observed. When the child starts to
speak, there is a lengthy latent period between his first attempt at speaking
and the pronunciation of the first sound. This form of dysarthria is character-
ized by irradiating excitation and acute synkineses in all organs involved in
the speech act, in the mimetic muscles and cervical musculature, the limbs,
and the trunk. In these children, pronounced asynchronism in all organs of
the articulatory system is noted. The vocal cords do not closeln temporal
synchrony with the arrival of the respiratory stream, and the delivery of the
speech and respiratory stream does not occur in synchrony with the contrac-
tion of the soft palate and the engaging of the muscles of the corresponding
parts of the tongue and lips. The patient's speech is impulsive, the voice at-
tenuating and then attaining its normal force; the tone of the voice is periodi-
cally accompanied by a nasal twang. In addition, the defects in pronunciation
are not uniform; in the speech process, the .same sounds may be uttered
sometimes correctly, and at other times with distortions.

According to the electromyograms, there was a significant increase in
background electrical activity starting at some level of impairment of the
structure of the electromyograms and a sharp increase in the after-effect re-
action; further, an electromyographic motor reaction produced by the trans-
verse abdominal muscles when the articulatory muscles were stimulated
could be demonstrated. In Figure 13 may be found myograms of the speech
respiration of the normal child '(a), the child suffering from hyperkinetic
dysarthria (b), and the child suffering from spasmodic dysarthria (c).

Tb determine the methods and potential of compensatory activities, we,.
selected 90 cerebral palsied children suffering from different forms of dysarr:',,'
thria. Of the 90 children, 32 were diagnosed as suffering from spasmodic
dysarthria, 34 from hyperkinetic dxsarthria, and 24 from the mixed form.

, Special rehabilitation activitievere conducted with the children fat the
Center of Specialized Board School No..9, and also at 'divisions 11 and 12 of
the llirner Research Institute. A control group consisting of 48 cerebral pat.
sied children suffering from different forms of dysarthria was also formed.
Non-individualized speech therapeutic activities were conducted with the
children of this group. Directly preceding the speech therapy program at the
boarding school, a session of self-training with children 10-15 years of age
was held or medication designed to produce a one-time drop in spasmodic _

and hyperkinetic'behavior was administered.
Lessons were also conducted at the 'Rimer Institute together with drug

therapy or after special' anaesthetizing solutions had been rubbed into the fa-
cial skin, hands, arms, apd neck according to the method descibed by V. M.
Pigin.t By rubbing in these solutions, it was possible to depress the skin re-
ceptors and reduce the excitability of the corrresponding nerve centers.
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These effects in turn influenced the efferent component of the muscular
system.

These prelimiriary measures created a favorable background for the
speech therapy program, as they helped to suppress the hyperkineses and re-
duce spasmodic behavior in the articulatory system. The actual techniques
followed in the speech therapy program were determined by the clinical pat-
tern, i.e., the form of dysarthria present.
- The speech therapist who worked with children suffering from hyper-
Icirres constructed the lessons in accordance with a series of stages:

(1) development of auditory control over the pronunciation of sounds;
(2) selection of a posture for the child in which the number of hyper-

kineses could be minimized;
(3) securing the child's limbs to.suppress synkineses;
(4) developing synchronous rhythmic motions in the articulatory system

in a step-by-step process: (a) between the delivery of the respiratory stream
and the production of speech; (b) between the delivery of the speech and res-
piratory stream and movements of the tongue and lips, i.e., pronunciation of
definite groups of sounds;

(5) improving the child's .pronunciation of open and closed syllables,
words, and sentences.

In spasmodic dysarthria; the structure of the speech therapy program
changed substantially:

(1) training in auditory and visual control over.pronunciation;.
(2) development of kinaesthetic control;
(3) development of proper positioning of the lips and tongue in the ab-

sence of speech production;
(4) the sequence of production and correction of sounds is determined by

the localization of spasmodic behavior; those solinds.fornied by the corres-
ponding, parts of the tongue and lips when exhibiting the least spasmodic

behavior are treated first.
In the mixed form of dysarthria, the number of stages in the speech the-

rapy program depended upon the dominant disorder. If the hyperkinetic syn-
drome was dominant, then a speech therapy program fOr this form was con-
ducted, followed by the introduction of individual measures standard in the
rehabilitation of spasmodic dysarthria, and conversely.

In our determination of the dynamic governing the rehabilitative pro-
gram, we identified two levels or criteria: (1) improvement and (2) significant
improvement. If a transition. from a more severe level of dysarthria to a
milder level occurred (say, from the severe level to the intermediate level, or
from the intermediate level to,,the mild level), then improvement could be
said to have occurred; if a transition through a level occurred, i.e., from the
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severe fornko the mild forrn, then ihe,crite0on of significant improvement
was applicablg.4 .

From a statistical analysis, it became clear.that the effectiveness of the
speech therapy' program increased 30% on the, average when corrective
measures were ipplied in accordance with specially developed techniques. It
is noteworthy that there were no significant improvements in the control
group of children:?'

Thus the results of our investigations lead to the following conclusions:
(1) from observations of the speech-impellent system in the state of rest,

when attempting to Speak, and during the speech act, it is possjble to idebtify
the- symptomatology of the different forms of dysarthria; -

(2) the identificationrof theidifferent forms of speech disorder helps,in
the development of indiiAclualliecl tnethods for a rehabilitation program;

(3) by means of individualized speechtherapy lessons, it was possible to
achieve .improvement in 40% of the patientS and significant improvement
in 4%. These figures were higher than in the 'of the children of the
control group.

Certain Data 'rem an Experimental Study of the Mental Development
of Normal Children and Cerebral Palsied Children

In September 1975 we exaTined 38 children suffering from cerebral
palsy who had been accepted intolhe kindergarten and first grade of Special
Boarding School No. 9 of the Leilpgraci Regional School District. Besides
these children, we also studied norinal children entering the first grade of a
general educational school.

The examination was conducted in accordance with the technique,pro-
posed by David Wechsler (children's version) and graded in terms of the
Wechsler Scale. We purposefully selected cerebral palsied children for the
examination whost physical state would not prove an obstacle to participa-
tion in an experiment dealing with verbal testing ancrtests of manual dex-
terity. We first modified the different tests and presented them in a form bet-
ter suited to the requirements of Soviet life, as the author had intended them
for American chlldren.

Repeated examinatidhs according to this technique were conducted in
May 1976 and 1977, that is, at the conclusion of the school year. During the
two school years, the students were given lessons in a rehabilitativeprogram
and individualized speech therapy, besides general education classeS in the
kindergarten and first.grade curricula.

A total of 10 tests were selected. The tests may be divided into two
groups: I. verbal tests, and II. tests of manual dexterity. The first group re-
lated to (1) general information; (2) general understanding; (3) construct a
designated figure from building blocks, using the Kohs technique; (4) con-
struct a whole from constituent parts; (5) find one's way oat of a maze.



According to the Springtests, it turned out thaf(in the Wechsler Scale)
six of the 38 -normal children exhibited superior mental development (with
scores of 120- 129);18, bright normal mental developMent (110-119); 12, aver-
age mental development (90-109); and two dull normal (8t-89). No borderline
or mentally defective zones were found.

Quite a different picture emerged in the cerebral palsied children. No
child exhibited superior mental developinent, two had bright normal ,devel-
opment, eight, average development, and 12 dull normal. A borderline zone
(score of 70-79) was found in 13 of the children, and a mental defective zone in
three .children.

:Especially marked differences between normal aild afflicted children
Were disCovered in the way they completed tests designed to measure vocab-
ulary deirelopment (general information, understanding, vocabulary) and
the growth bf cognitive activity, primarily in the area of spatial imagery.
Data obtained in the examination repeated at the end of the'second.school
year provided information Mich we believe should be pondered by all spe-
cialists who work with cerebral palsied children. Thatis, in only one of the
normal children (a boy) did we find a transition from the average to the
bright-normal group. This result nay consequently serve as a criterion for
deciding whether the preschool period of the normal child provided an envi-
ronment in which vocabulary and cognitive activity could develop in accord-

.
arice with the child's age level. In turn, it could then he possible to correctly

"determine at once the child's mental capabilities. Entirely different results
were found in the repeated examination of the afflicted children (Table 3).

Instruction in the school together with a specialized corrective and
speech therapy program had an effect on the child's intelligence, 'increasing
his level of mental development. As is clear from Table 3, two children in the
average group advanced into the bright-normal group, four in the dull-
normal group advanced into the average group; seven in the borderline zone
advanced into the dull-normal group, and two in the mentally defective
group entered the borderline zone. .

Time of
Examination

Level of Mental Development

Superior
Bright
Normal

Average
Dull

Normal
Borderline

Mental.
Defective

Before Instruction
After Instruction

8
10

12

15

13

8,

Table 3

Dynamics of Mental development of Cerebral Palsied Children as a
Result of the Teaching Process
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It is Clear from these data how much care is needed in making a judw
ment as to the mental development of a child on the basis ofa one-time test
administration. The data also confirm the conclusionreacbed by N. and P.
Botta: "In creating a scale, it is necessary to take into quit the experience
acquired by'the normal child in the society in which t es; this ekperience
is greatly diminished in patients with motor disord .`cerebral origin."
TtieSe results also confirm the need for a specialized re 15ilitative program
and the feasibility of such a program in the preschool perAod.

CONCLUSION
The cerebral palsied child,has been shown to lag far behithcith&normal

child in terms of mental and 'verbal development at deVelopm6iital stages,
according to a comparision of,cerebral palsied children and normal children.

By seven years of age, children With cerebralpalsy psually have not de-
veloped an ability to undeitake phonemic discrirnination,and analysis. Poor
visual perception and spatial and temporal imagination along with a,delay in
the development of two:7handed functions and a sharply pronounced lag in
the growth of vocabdlary are also Observed in these children. Each of these
disabilities is combined with other problems. The chiiaren encounter difficul-
ties in making generalizations and in studying arithmetic.

From an experimental study of a number of fours of cognitive activity
and speech in 240 cerebral palsied children seven to 15 years ofage, we were
led to the discovery of certain developmental features, of cognitive activity
and speech in these children. Thus impairment in stereog-nosis was found in
197 of the children; interestingly, in most of the children astereognosis was
observed in both the afflicted hand and the healthy hand. Defects in, the
visual-perception otshape were discovered in 148 children. Typically, these
impairments. were invariably associated with asterognosis and a lag in the ,
formation of spatial imagination. The latter condition was established in 178
subjects.' From a study of reading and writing skills, it was found that 128

'children exhibited dysg-raphia and dyslexia, in 70 of whorii,the readirlg aritl
writingdisorders could be attributed to optical and spatial distikrbances, and
in 58 .to underdevelopment in phonemic discrimination ancl analysis aloni
with defects in expressive speech. Underdevelopment in temporaltnagina-
tion was established in 65% of the children examin --temporal sequencing
and the ability to decide how many events could occ unit of time were
particularly aff . From an analysis of the voca arY of the afflicted"
children, it turn ut that, 85% significantly lagged. behind.in terms of exr
pressive and receptive vocabul . PartiCularly noteworthy 4as the absence
from the., child's speech of wor s that :denote spatial and temporal trace
imagery,as well as generalizating oncetts. Moreover; disorders in pronunci-
ation were established in 75% of the subjects, with different forms and



,degrees of severity of dysarthria affecting the b)dk ( the dren.
We designed a program of remedial measures for' extens e in re-

mediation of the mental and verbal development bf the affli. 1 child. By

ipairment. According to our studies, psychological :4 5'ent and speech
means of this' program, it was possible to largely compe.14f for functional
impairment.
therapy provides some assurance of effective rehabilitation. In turn, the age
at which therapy begins depends upon the-diagnosis made in the early years.
For this reason, in the present book we have presented various elements of
the symptomatology of Mental and verbal disorders in the cerebral palsied
child from birth through ten years of age.

ManY years of observation have demonstrated that these methods of re-
mediation for mental and verbal disorders in the preschool child suffering
from cerebral pasly can help in significantly improving underdeveloped func-
tions and prepare the child for assimilating the curriculum of the general
education school: As is clear from 'our data, lessons that are part of the
remedial program presented in the instructional period in ereinentary school
tend to produce .partial or complete . compensation Of devflopmentally
lagging functions.

Experience gained in the treatment of dysarthria usmog 4e above
speech therapy program showed that its effectiveness increases appreciably
if the different forms of the disorder are distinguished, thatisi individu-
alized methods of rehabilitatiVe therapy are applied. Data from a,,compara-
tive experimental analysis of the level ,of mental development of the afflicted
child, before and after instruction, have'thoWn the 'need. for caution when
dealing with the results of one-time testing programs. In 'such programs, it is
not always possible to take into account the child's past experience nor the
_need for individualized remedial treatment and speech therapy in the;
preschool period.
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V.COMMENTARY
by Leslie D. Park, Executive Director, UCP of New York

On
"Methods of Improving the Cognitive and VerbakDeveloknent

of Children with Cerebral Palsy" irdtc

41/4111
by L. A. Danilova (translated from RusSian)

At last, we have a first person report by a Russian professional
(psychologist) on a phase of-rehabilitation for the cerebral palsied in the
Soviet Union!

For many years, rehabilitation professionals iff the United States have
longed to know something about the "state of the art" in Rugsian rghabilita
tion. Outside of an occasional visitor's report, there has been very li e in
U.S. literature, professional or. popular, to indicate what techniq are
being used to served the large number of disabled people in4he vast areas of
the Soviet Union*.

The author says, "This book has been written for speech therapists, psy-
chologists and educators engaged in the treatment of children with cerebral
palsy for disturbances in cognitive and verbal functions.sIt may prove useful
to pediatricians, pediatric neurologists and psychologists concerned with the '
early diagnosis and rehlthilitation of cerebral palsied children. Norther, the
methods discussed here can also* used for chiliken (ip suitable agNoups)
with retarded cognitive aid verbal functi9ns caused by different etiofigies."-

I found the book an excellenehow to" for tewhers and speech Iterapists
who wanteto apply some of the eystem and techniques advocatgd by Ms.
banilova. It is virtually a 'treasure trove"ef excellent clinical and classroom
techniques for teachers and theratlists. The research is well documented and
obdiously represents a great deal otexperlbnce mucletrial and error" in
the classrcem.

The book begins with t broad historical research review which quotes
from many weslirn hemisphere retearcheis, sucti as Cruikshank, Haeusser-
mann, Cvdwell and 134tath. I found this particularly interesting since we in
the United Stites generally elb not have. access to what is apparently a
considerable volume of good research literature from Russian practitioners,
researchers, and waiters. aWhereas the U.S. and `Western-European
professional iiteraturf is oboviously available to the Russians, there is very

1 little from the Soviet'Union that has been translated into English.
The author claims that the U.S.S.R. "was the first country in the world

tq take upon itself the responsibility for spring for crippled children." (Reso-
lution 0 February 25, 1932, Council of the People's Commissars of the RusL
sian Soviet Socialist Republic Decree, Noy, 666 of the U.S.S.R. Ministry of



Health, and No. 679 of the Mini sky of )health of the Russian F.S.S.R. and
others.)

Although western readers Tay ch enge this statement, it is a fact that
the Soviet government has undertaken aneextensive system of institutes,
rehabilitation services and educational programs to deal with handicapped 1
children. The author also states that .other countries are largely dependent
upon private, non-governmental funding for services. This, oliOurse, is not
true since most western countries have instituted public programs topaY for

services to handicapped children in education and rehabilitiation.
What this may say is that there is little understandirig by Soviet

rehabilitation workers of what other countries have developed in their
nation4laWs to serve

an sy
han 'capped children and adults.

The research stematology developed in comecoe from
,observations conduc ;on 1,000 cerebral palsied chil treated at
the Thrner Research Institute for Orthopedics and Tra hingad
Boarding Schpol No. 9.,. d the Komagovo Sanitorium. .. -,

U.S. readers will d the testing methodology very in ,.. -.-1. , :d will
want to compare it wi Rsychological tests now used in the U . :.:':::;tain-

s.t.injured children. F. .1ilstance, stereognosis, or the differe
different geome haPes placed in the hands, is a common

I had probl s with one of the chapters dealing with the c
cognitive and verbgl development in the so called normal child .
with cerebral palsy. There seems to be an undifferentiated
"cerebral palsy". ObviOUSly, the generalized description 14.,wli
palsied child does dependson-the kind and severity of the briin'a4,.
instance, a cerebral palsied child is described at 18 months: "doe's not W,
and can staid only With the use of stays." Any,peactitioner may':Ohallenge
this and say that a cerebral palsied child often does' stand ancrw:alli4a-
'normal age dependiilg on his condition ,(a*ic-mild). This is a 'Minor:
criticism, however, and the chapter hiluch tpcommend itein the excellent
descriptions of normal develOpmental activi*g.. . . -

The bulk of tie; book is given ger to teach* s 'terns and techrfiqueS!'
used in dealing with cognitive an41 verbal problefitS:, s where i foOdete
book rich and extremely worthwhile. ..,.'W., ::lifij- , I.( '-'..

It is quite ohyious that some very car,e/O-obger:ratitdifs, over 1,-long

period of time, have done in 4.i.,,\ ork. efitlatiois titiai : these
observations provide some e ./..., . .

....t '.
tleOiniques whiA' are very

-

worthy of study and trial i r ',:. ,,, : 8 II 1 'it.,! ¢,

The author claims impro, or luld^ exposed to theSe
niques during their school ye owever, corOineing d eptation
research is absent in this respe . This doeimot diminish that the

-I . .

i techniques being advocated are sensible (some are unique andtKien rlegilliart)
and would be expected to have some positive remedial effect on brain-injurgi

f i



ldier et .9

etStribng* case is made for early diagnosis and entratecl
yvorK One itopuld like to know more about,the struC of there
day, classroom hours and what may Constitute a therapy session.

hoPe that this-work is arnong'the first that we Will see in trans)ation in
the years ahead. It is obvious we have much to 14irn and share IWith-,bur
Russian colleagues. k,

. .
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